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Bob
Diamond 's position
By SARAH BARRESE
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The College President and SGA President and Vice President f ielded questions following the State of the College address on Monday.
By MADELINE STRACHOTA
MANAGING EDITOR

Members of the College
community attended the annual
State of the College address
on Monday, Sept. 10, during
which Student Government
Association (SGA) President
Morgan Lingar '13 and VicePresident
Kareem Kalil '13,
along with College
President
William
"Bro"
Adams, * spoke
and
answered
questions
from
the audience.
Lingar
and
Kalil
commenced the address
with a
discussion
of
their initiatives
for the 2012-13
academic year.
Specific
goals
include
bringing the diverse student body
together , bettering the Colby- Waterville
relationship,
improving the culture of the
campus social scene and establishing a successful monthly Story Time series in the
Pugh Center, which is already
underway. This series allows

students to hear their peers re- mendous admission results" of
count their different journeys the Class of 2016 , highlighting
that the class boasts a record
to the College.
The SGA president and vice- of 50 Presidential Scholars and
president plan to further their that for the third admitted class
support of a "stronger and more in a row, at least
cohesive student body" through 20 percent of the
their continuing support of ef- class is drawn
forts to reimagine the College's from underreprediversity requirement and by sented groups in
taking steps to the United States.
Adams went
actively
support the January on to discuss
Program -muiti- , the College's bTcultural i literacy - centennial
celcourses that are ebration, which
in their second will feature celyear of a two year ebratory events
pilot program.
on campus and
In
addition, around the counSGA will be ac- try
throughout
tively involved the 2012-13 acain Pledge the demic year. He
Pugh, a student also highlighted
movement to get the addition of
every student on two new posicampus to at- tions at the Coltend at least two lege, Dean of
events in the Religious
and
Life
Pugh Center each semester. Spiritual
They will also work to enhance Kurt
Nelson ,
the International Extravaganza and Director of
by making it more inviting to Gender and Sexual Diversity
Programs and Associate Directhe whole student body.
Following Lingar and Ka- tor of the Pugh Center Andrea
lil' s address, Adams informed Breau.
the audience of other College
Adams elaborated on other
initiatives. He praised the "tre- projects on campus, including

The College
is providing
assistance to
students and
employees
that wish _
to become
tobacco-free.

progress on the Colby College Museum of Art , which is
to be completed in the spring
of 2013. Adams also discussed
the sobn-to-be completed resurfacing
of
both the Wadsworth Gymnasium floor and
the field house
made
floor,
necessary by a
flood this past
summer.*He amnouncedfcthat in
a coupler weeks,
the College will
break ground on
a new science
building
that
will be located
adjacent to the
Schair-SwensonWatson alumni
center and will
house the computer
science,
mathematics and
psychology departments, which
will eventually
make
Roberts
Hall available for conversion
to a residence hall.
Furthermore, Adams introduced the planning stages of a

Adams
elaborated on
other projects
on campus,
including
Rirogres on
the Colby
College
Museum of
Art, which is
tobe completed
in the spring
of 2013.

See ADDRESS, Page 3

Remembering September 11
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

On the night of Tuesday,
Sept. 11 , members of the College community gathered for
the eleventh anniversary of the
September 11 terrorist attacks
to share stories and thoughts
about that day.
Student leaders sought to expand upon the success of last
year 's anniversary event and decided that continuing to hold annual events was the best way to
inspire continued remembrance
and to help improve overall understanding of the tragedy.
Pugh
Community
Board
(PCB) Chair Alex Murry * 13 exp lained that the board intended
for the service this year to include the entire College. "This
year, we thought it was important to make this a communitywide initiative, so we invited
students , faculty and staff to
collaborate on the same 9/11
event ," Murry said.
As a New Yorker, Murry has
been concerned with the community 's inconsistency in remembering a day that has had
"a substantial impact on our

current American
reality,"
Murry said.
"We wanted it to be an
opportunity
for our community
to
recognize the
different perspectives
of
the event itself
while collectively remembering those
who lost their
lives or their
loved
ones
on that day,"
Student Government AssoNOAH KOPP/THE COLBT ECHO
ciation (SGA)
Students gathered on Miller Lawn on September 11 to share their memories of the tragedy.
President
Morgan Lingar '13 said. She international student perspective and staff in attendance had the
also helped plan the event.
[on the 9/11 attacks]," she said same memories of 9/11 , all realEast Quad Dorm President My prior to the event.
ized the significance of the tragThe event included remarks edy. "Lives lost should never go
Phuong Tong '14 said that the
luminaria bags and glow sticks from Lingar, SGA Vice Presi- unremembered," Murry said.
used for the event were provided dent Kareem Kali) '13 and per- She expressed the hope that
by the American Cancer Society. sonal readings from community the event would help encourLike Murry and Linger, she also members and religious leaders age Colby students to take part
looked forward to hearing from with a variety of valuable senti- in such ceremonies in coming
all parts of the community. "I ments for the occasion.
years and to remember those
think it'd be really cool to get the
While not all students, faculty who died.

Our Concern
was not
Barclay's or
the LIBOR
rate, but
Colby College
and its
community.

The Board
took up the
question of
Diamond's
role as
trustee chair
within a
month of his
July 3
resignation
from Barclays.
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Remembering Hugh J. Gourley III
By SAVANNAH JUDGE
NEWS STAFF

Hugh J. Gourley III , Director Emeritus of the Colby College Museum of Art , passed
away on July 25 at 81 years
old. The College community
remembers
and
celebrates
Gourley for his remarkable
contributions to the museum,
including vast additions to the
museum 's collection.
Born on March 12, 193 1 in
Providence , Rl , Gourley attended and graduated from
Brown University in 1953. He
later when on to serve as curator at the Rhode Island School
of Design Museum of Art for
seven years before coming lo
the Hill.
Gourley served as director
of the museum from 1966 to
2002. When Gourley accepted
the position , the museum consisted of two classrooms. The
size of the museum collection
doubled in the 36 years under
Gourley 's jurisdiction and now
boasts the largest exhibition
capacity in Maine.
Assistant Director of Museum Operations Greg Williams, a close friend and colleague of Gourley, recalls the
tremendous depth of Gourley 's
character , patience and expertise. "He was just the nicest
guy....There was something
about him....He was very reserved , quiet and thoughtful ,
but easygoing, not pretentious ,
and he always gave anybody.

it didn 't matter who it was, he Williams cites trust as one of run a museum at a high level ,"
gave them time. Time is the the reasons why the museum Williams said.
Gourley will be remembered
most important thing we have, grew so remarkably under
really," Williams said.
Gourley 's jurisdiction.
for many of his enduring qualiIn The Colby College Mu"Hugh never asked for any- ties , including his unfeigned
seum of Art: The First Fifty thing from anybody, ever... kindness , artistic genius and in1959-2009,
Years,
Colby and it 's because of his manner telligent sense of humor.
Historian Earl H. Smith also and his intellect and his great
There will be a memorial
eulogized Gourley 's unique eye for art that people trusted celebration for Gourley in
temperament. "In an art world him and would give—un- Lorimer Chapel , followed by
replete with easily bruised asked—would give things.... a reception in the Museum, on
egos and occasional political [People] trusted Hugh's eye, Monday, October 22 at 1:30
contretemps , Gourley was gen- his integrity, and his ability to p.m. All are welcome.
tle , selfless and unflappable ," Smith wrote.
Gourley 's
placidly
engaging disposition reflected the overall atmosphere he contributed to
the museum during his
time as director. "Hugh
set a tone of quality for
the museum....[He was]
always asking others for
their opinion and considering but always making
the final decision himself He already knew
inside what was the right
thing to do, but he was
going to let you discover
it on your own. He was a
philosopher without trying to be," Williams said.
According to Williams , GouTtey was a
noble man with a sincerely modest desire
to learn about others
and to cultivate trust
and loyalty, two values
which were very important to him. Trust blossomed from Gourley 's
COURTESY Of PATRICIA KING
artistic erudition , and
Hugh Gourley III is largely credited for making the museum of art what it is today.

SGA holds first meetingof semester
By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS STAFF

The Student Government
Association (SGA ) met for the
first formal meeting of the year
on Sunday, September 9. The
brief
meeting unanimously approved two new clubs and addressed upcoming events.
The first approved club ,
Dumela , will work to spread
awareness about people who
have suffered internal displacement as a result of natural disasters or development in areas
like Zimbabwe and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
Escar Kusema '09 started Dumela and works to aid people
who lack healthcare, education and shelter as a result of
displacement. Dumela will be
primarily an awareness club ,
bringing speakers to campus
"to talk about their troubles
with internal displacement ,"
said club representative Grace
DeNoon '15.
The second unanimous approval was the Roosevelt Institute , a national organization focusing on student ideas to work
on local issues such as healthcare, economics and alternative
energy. Club representative
Paul Macklis '15 emphasized
his personal interest in working with Inland Hospital in
Waterville. However, Macktis said that the club is about
"emphasizing student ideas"
for change and would work to
improve the community in any
field in which club members
are interested.
SGA Vice-President Kareem
Kalil '13 encouraged all mem-

bers of the board to sign the
"Pledge to Pugh ," a commitment to attend at least two of
the Pugh Center 's multicultural
events per semester. This pledge
is open to anyone willing to
commit to broadening their multicultural understanding.
Kalil reminded the board
about the Pugh Center 's first
"Story Time " on September
16 in the Pugh center, an executive board initiative that
will bring one Colby student
every month to the Pugh Center to tell their story. Students
can speak about their "paths to
Colby; how they got here," said
Kalil , and he described how
the goal of these story times
is to spread multiculturalism
on campus. Attending one of
these events would count towards one of the two "Pledge
to Pugh" commitments.
SGA Treasurer Jean-Jacques
Ndayisenga ' 13 encouraged
board members to use and
spread the word about the
"The Better Announcements."
Created by Jeff Carpenter
'12 and John Kalin '14 and
funded by SGA , The Better
Announcements "take control
of a tool that is for students ,"
Kalin said. "We looked at the
nightmare that is the general
announcements [and] buil[t] a
system that is actually useful
to students" Kalin said. Anyone with a Colby email can
sign up.
Senior Class President Erika Hinman and Sophomore
President Justin Deckert both
voiced concerns they heard
from constituents about dining services. Hinman said
that breakfast was being taken

away too early while Deckert said that there were complaints about both the loss of
salt and pepper shakers and
the SO.35 charge for to-go
boxes in the Joseph Famil y
Spa. SGA President Morgan
Lingar '13 and Kalil will be
meeting with dining services
on Friday, September 14.
Fall Junior Class Co-President Cole Yaverbaum is working to get SGA to cook a dinner
for Sodexo employees around
Thanksgiving time to show
them how much students appre-

ciate their hard work.
SGA had a table at the Club
Expo on September 12. Lingar saw underclassmen volunteers for tabling for SGA as
"trying to get younger people
involved" in student government. SGA Parliamentarian
Rachel Jacobs reminded SGA
that "elections for freshmen
class president are coming
up " as well as the election of
the Williams dorm president.
More information about running for a position will be
publicized soon.

Students discuss 9/11
innocence and a loss of a sense
of security for many Americans."
Nelson also acknowledged the
In order to help the Colby
community cope with the dif- fact that fear played a huge role
ficult memory of September in the following years, as well as
11 , 2011 and honor the vic- some of its unfortunate and unintims and heroes who respond- tended consequences, "As we as
ed , Kurt Nelson, the new a country dealt with the grief and
loss that tends to
Dean of Relicome out of such
gious and Spirithe
tragedies,
tual Life, orgafog of ignorance
nized an open
reared its ugly
discourse aimed
head. It is importo address the
tant that we try
experience for
and dispel any of
facstudents,
that and there is no
ulty and staff
better forum to do
from a diverse
so than an interset of faiths and
faith discussion."
backgrounds.
Osman
Bah
Along
with
'16 agreed, "It's
the tragic physisad that now
cal loss that remany
people
sulted from the
have
come to
event,
Americans have exKurt Nelson associate Islam
terrorism.
perienced shifts
Dean of Religous and with
both socially and
Spiritual Ufa It can be painful
sometimes, but
politically, havas Muslims, it
ing to adjust to
is
our
responsibility
to educate
the emotional wave of images
and stories left in the wake of others as well as have open dialogue in which to interact with
the tragedy.
"In particular, we wanted other faiths."
"We have a tendancy to
to reflect on the narratives of
the individual. Our intention avoid religious conversawas to bring in people who tion ," added Brittany Colrepresent various different ford '13, one of the founders
perspectives and invite stu- of Colby 's new Multi-Faith
"but
Council ,
dents of every
conversation
faith , as well as
is an important
those who are
step forward to
atheist and ag"
understanding.
nostic , to come
Nelson
bein with their
lieves that future
stories. The diaevents like this
logue is intendone can have a
ed to help us
profound effect.
transcend some
"I think it's not
of our spiritual
always clear on
differences, and
college
camin turn , come
puses, especially
together as a
small ones like
community,"
Colby," said NelNelson said.
son, "but we can
At the time of
the attacks, Nelson was a col- make a difference in the world
lege student. He reflected on around us by being open and
his own experience, which he doing good. It 's easy to feel
remembers vividly. "It was isolated and apathetic when
such a dark day and it was re- taking on challenges, but that is
ally hard to return to my class why it 's so important to come
schedule or any sort of routine together, reflect, share, and to
in the event 's aftermath. Sep- build up a strong community
tember 11 represents a loss of that runs on these principals."
By DAVID DINICOLA
NEWS STAFF

September
11 represents a loss
of innocence
and a loss
of a sense of
security for
many
Americans.

Nelson
believes that
future events
like this one
can have a
profound
effect.
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Benjamin '11 launches collegeTempo
By 1JLY HOLLAND
NEWS STAFF

During his time as a student
on the Hill , Eddie Benjamin
*11 loved almost everything
about the College. His one
complaint was that he never
exactly knew what was happening around campus. Between classes, parties , plays,
concerts , school sponsored
events and local business specials, Benjamin never knew
which friend was going to
which event.
He wanted to create a more
streamlined way to manage the
calendar of endless activities
that fill most students ' agendas,
so he created a business proposal and entered into the Entrepreneurial Alliance 's business grant competition. Though
Benjamin 's proposal was not
selected for the grant , he was
confident in his idea. After
graduation , he reworked and
simp lified it until he was satisfied with his business model.
Benjamin turned to the Colby College Alumni Network for
the next phase of his startup. He
networked with several alumni
who hel ped him turn his plan
into a reality, and he is now the
CEO of collegeTempo, a company providing an online calendar for college events. Terry
Baker '86, owner of Curious
and Company Creative, helped
to create the graphics and logo

for collegeTempo, while Eric by other alumni from the Hillvan Gestel '84, became BenjaBenjamin said that collegmin 's mentor and the CFO of eTempo is "both a personal
and a community calendar that
the company.
Benjamin turned to a Chief instantaneously links multiple
Technology Officer for all student calendars to create a
programming, database and master calendar with real time
logic issues, while his friend attendance and popularity staAdam Gibbons handled all of tistics." The interactive applithe aesthetic elements. Both cation allows students to plan
of these collaborators became and coordinate campus events
involved with collegeTempo -and enables users to view
through introductions made friends' calendars. Beginning

in the next two weeks, collegeTempo will be synced with local businesses, as well as campus groups such as the Student
Government Association, the
Student Programming Board
and more.
"We will have a 'public '
launch for all Colby students
likely in early October," Benjamin said. At that point , there
will already be business and
club schedules available.

NEWS EDITOR

University of Washington Professor David Levy gave a talk on
Tuesday, Sept. 11 about the mindful use of technology, especially
in terms of student life. Levy emphasized that students rarely pay
active attention to the experience
of technology use and that they
can learn about their experience
by actively thinking about what
they are doing.
Levy asserted that while technology has made lives more efficient, it has also created a sense
of imbalance. The advanced
technologies have a potential
to overload people's minds and
create stress. Levy said that this
leads people to feel as if they live
robotic lives without as much
meaning. By being mindful at the

. . .

news briefs

Adams'new smokingpolicytakes eff ect
President William "Bro " Adams announced via Official
Notice on Sept. 10 that the College has established three areas designated for tobacco use. This represents the College
implementing the first phase of its plan to become tobaccofree by the start of the 2013-14 academic year.
As stated in the Official Notice , tobacco users may smoke
in the following three areas:
¦Beside Williams Hall , the farthest dorm in the
Hillside Complex before reaching the Hillside
parking lot
•At the west end of the PPD parking lot beside the
biomass plant
¦At the back corner of the Mary Low parking lot
In the notice , Adams encouraged the College community
to visit www.colby.edu/tobacco to view a map of these locations, and "the website also contains information about the
benefits of quitting as well as links to a number of hel pful
smoking cessation resources ," he wrote.
— Sarah Lyon. Editor-in-Chief

Debora h Dutton resigns f rom
VP of development position

COURTESY OF EDDIE BENJAMIN

s other calendars
EddieBenjamin '11 createdcollegeTempo to be user-friendlyand interactivebetweenf r i e n d'and

Levy suggests meditation through e-mail
By DAN SUNDERLAND

echo

same time, one can keep the humanity in our lives.
"The question that I have
been posing for about the last
decade is....How can we find
contemplative balance in a world
marked by acceleration, overload, fragmentation and distraction?" Levy said.
Levy began his talk by analyzing an IBM ad in which a
man was using a laptop in the
library. He said that this ad displayed an ideal in which one
can have both technology and a
sense of contemplation.
Levy has done considerable
research of undergraduate and
graduate students' experiences
with technology and also teaches
a course on this subject titled "Information and Contemplation."
This course particularly analyzes
the finite resource of attention and
how much is paid when people

use technology.
"In a world in which we have
a million things...that only becomes real when you pay attention to it," Levy said. He shared
some of his students' responses to
becoming more aware of their experience with technology, specifically e-mail.
Jack Lynch '16 said that, as a
first year student, he gets a flood
of General Announcements. "I
look at my watch after I look at
my e-mails and almost an hour
has gone by," he said.
"Students don't realize how
emotional it is to do e-mail," Levy
said. His students had expressed
anxiety, dissatisfaction, anger,
stress and annoyance associated
with checking their e-mail. Some
felt the urge to e-mail because
there was something they expected or because it was a distraction
from something less pleasant. Oth-

ers said that they simply checked
their e-mail automatically.
Levy said he was surprised that
many of his students used food as
metaphor for this behavior, likening the urge to check their e-mail
to repeatedly searching the fridge
for food.
"E-mail and our online information lives is a form of consumption," Levy said, asserting that one
has to consider whether what they
are consuming is healthy whether
it is food or information.
Instructor of French and Italian Aurore Mroz said in the discussion after the talk that she has
been interested in how one can
stay efficient without having the
bad aspects of rapid consumption,
similar to fast food.
Levy encouraged the audience
to be "mindful in" rather than
"mindful of* because the latter
is passive observation and the
former is when one is actively involved in the task. In this way, he
said that technology use can be a
form of meditation.
To become more active in this
process, Levy said, "We can learn
how to use our powerful information technologies more effectively through observation, reflection
and sharing."

Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations Deborah Dutton resigned this summer in order to accept a position at
the University of New Hampshire (UNH). Dutton is now working
for the UNH Department of University Advancement in a comparable position to that which she served at the College.
"It was quite surprising to me, but these things happen," College President William "Bro" Adams said. In the absence of an
immediate replacement, Adams has taken over Dutton 's duties
to the College.
"I am spending time now trying to fi gure out what the best approach to replacing her is," Adams said. The hiring of a replacement staff member in this position will likely involve a national
search, but this process has yet to be officially determined.
The vice president of development and alumni relations
is in charge of all fundraising for the College, including the
annual giving program, also known as the Colby Fund, and
capital gifts to the College. Alumni relations are also a large
part of this position. Networking and alumni events .around
the country such as the Bicentennial Events are planned by the
office of alumni relations.
"It's a big job—hugely important," Adams said.
Dutton was named the vice president for development and
alumni relations in February of 2011 after serving as the director
of development and associate vice president for college relations
for five years. She served the College in this position during the
Reaching the World Campaign, which raised $376 million.
— Dan Sunderland. NewsEditor
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State of the College delivered
From ADDRESS, Page 1
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Professor David Levy emphasized the mindful use of technology in his talk on September 11 in the Ostrove Auditorium.

Diamond kept as Chair
From DIAMOND, Page 1

"restore Colby 's moral compass," as quoted in Doug Harlow 's July 22 article in the Kennebec Journal.
Some of the protestors
charged that Diamond's financial contributions to the College have unethical implications , according to a July 14
Hufflngton Post article.
In 2003 , Diamond , who
has provided over $11 million in gifts to the College
over the past 20 years , donated $6 m i l l i o n to the College in order to erect a social
sciences academic building
now named after him , according to the College. "It

would be disingenuous on
our part to say that [all of
Diamond's contributions—
monetary, time and effort—
to the College were] not on
the Board' s mind , but [they
were] minor in comparison
to what we thought were the
best interests of the College
in terms of leadership continuity and issues the College
is facing, " Uchida explained.
"We were aware that there
is some reputational risk [to
Diamond remaining chair], "
Uchida said , "but I would say
that the Board reall y stood by
the values listed in our statement. " The referenced values included the "paramount
importance of seeking truth ,
an overarching obligation

to fairness, and the absolute
necessity of deep, critical
and patient consideration of
comp lex issues," according
to the Official Notice sent by
the Board.

future extensive renovation of
the library. "We are very mindful of the ways students use [the
library], and we are hoping to
improve the ways that we accommodate those uses by optimizing
the use of the space," he said.
Adams concluded with discussing a transitional program to
a tobacco-free campus and institution, reminding the audience
that there are now restricted
areas for the use of tobacco on
campus. He reiterated that the
College is providing assistance
to students and employees that
wish to become tobacco-free.
The College is in the process
of establishing a disciplinary

policy for violating the tobacco
prohibitions on campus.
Following his address , Adams, Lingar and Kalil answered
questions from the audience,
with students focusing a long
discussion on the issue of dorm
damage. In response to one
question, Dean of Students Jim

Terhune noted that cameras in
the Alfond Apartments is "an
option that is on the table."
However, reiterating the importance of collective social
responsibility on campus, Adams said, "There 's nothing that
cameras can do that 1,700 residents of the college can 't do."

A CULINARY BEGINNING

READ THE ECHO ONLINE
Visit www.TheColbyEcho.com
for all of our weekly articles as well
as our blog. You can also get updates
through our Facebook and Twitter pages.
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Jie Liu '14 makes sushi with friends in Goddard-Hod g kins Hall

FEATURES

The Hill's first dean of religious and spiritual life

Getting to know Kurt Nelson, dean of religious and spiritual lif e , in his f irst weeks at the College

By MICHAELA PEMBROKE
NEWS STAFF

In his first three weeks at the
College. Kurt Nelson , dean of
religious and spiritual life , has
already established himself as
a prominent and accessible fi gure on campus. His position is
a new one and as the dean of
religious and spiritual life . Nelson will work in partnership
with staff chaplains of the Jewish and Catholic communities,
as well as a number of student
organizations , including the
Newman Club . Colby Muslim
Students. Colby Hillet , Colby
Christian Fellowship and several
meditation groups.
Nelson hopes to provide
for the religious and spiritual
well-being of the entire college
community, including students ,
staff and faculty alike. "Dealing thoughtfull y with religious
difference is challenging, but
on the flip side it 's really important to learn how to build
friendships , relationships and
community. " Nelson said.
Nelson was born in Kansas ,
but he spent the majority of
his childhood growing up in
Washington , D.C. Raised a
Lutheran , he grew disillusioned
with the church while in college

and said he begrudg ingly went
to the chapel twice only because
it was required for choir. He attended St. Olaf College in Northfield. Minn, for undergraduate
studies , where he was originally

"I found that
I felt more at
home working
directly with
students and
chaplains than
in a p u r e l y
academic
context."
Kurt Nelson

Dean of Religious
and Spiritual Life

on the pre-med track before falling in love with the academic
discipline of religious studies.
"That opened up my brain
space to come back into a relationship with the church of my
youth , as well as faiths and tra-

ditions of people ," Nelson said.
"All those big ideas and big
questions are very interesting
to me."
After graduation , Nelson attended Yale Divinity School ,
where his work with the chaplains paved the way for his
future career. While at Yale,
Nelson discovered more opportunities to explore the field in
greater detail.
"I like to talk about meaning
and I found that I felt more at
home working directly with students and chaplains rather than
in a purely academic context,"
he said.
Other specific responsibilities will include working directly with the Ecumenical
Christian Chapel. They will
hold Sunday evening services
from 6 to 6:30 p.m.
This
fall's
Ecumenical
Christian Chapel theme is "big
questions. " "The department
will encourage peop le to explore and examine their sense
of faith and lo challenge ourselves to be thoughtful about
what we believe and to be
willing to encounter those who
believe differently."
Communicating with a college community can be difficult, Nelson realizes. "A lot
of people come with baggage

noma mng i m nxmcrac

/fur/ Nelson is a graduate of the Yale Divinity School and the College s f irst Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life.
about religion , and
I can empathize,"
he said. "My hope
is that this baggage
doesn 't stop us from
being thoughtful and
mindful about what
we believe and conversing about it. I
think we're figuring
out what religious
difference actually
means, and that is
a large undertaking. We'll spend
time thinking about
what it means to be
a secular institution
and if that means
pushing
religious
issues and topics
off the map or if
that means trying
to create that space

"I think
we 're
figuring
out what
religious
difference
actually
means."
Kurt
Nelson

Dean of
Religious and
Spiritual Life

for multiplicity of
viewpoints coming
together."
Nelson
feels
like the College is
moving in a good
direction in terms
of opening up the
doors for conversation and acceptance. His goal is to
make sure that the
community has the
skills, experience and
confidence to communicate with one
another
meaningfully.
"There is this tremendous opportunity to engage with
difference and when
more people do
engage in this dif-

ference, there is an opportunity
to change the narratives about
reli gious conflict ," he said.
Adding to his excitement of
starting his first year on the
Hill , Nelson and his wife are
expecting a baby, due in October. You can find either of them
around campus, often with their
large friendly dog, Grover.
Nelson will spend most of
his time in the Chapel , but
he also shares office space in
the Pugh Center with Director of the Pugh Center and
Associate Dean of Students,
Dr. Tashia Bradley, and Associate
Director
Andrea
Breau. He will also meet
with students , staff and faculty from all over campus.
"I' m here for support for all
kinds of situations and conversations ," he said.

Welcome , Andrea Breau

REMEMBERING SEPTEMBER 1
1

Alumna to direct gender and sexuality programming
By ESTHER KING
FEATURES EDITOR

Colby alumna Andrea Breau
*03 , director of gender and
sexual diversity program and
associate director of the Pugh
Center, has had an eventful first
week back on the Hill. Between
meeting with students and faculty and getting a feel for the
campus climate, Breau is taking on a position that is entirely
new to the College.
In her capacity as associate
director she will be assisting
Pugh Center Director and Associate Dean of Students Tashia
Bradley and working with student groups and organizations
such as the Pugh Community
Board (PCB) to foster campuswide dialogue on issues of diversity and campus culture.
"My first couple of months
here will really be about soaking up the culture and attempting to do some actual assessments of what might be needed
and how best to support the students ," she said.
Over the summer, she visited
PCB's weeklong orientation
¦ .
;
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Students gathered on Miller lawn to share personal stories and reflections in remembrance of the events of 9/11.

.
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to share her plans for the
school year and engage with
s t u d e n t leaders.
"PCB is really excited to
have Andrea at Colby," Pugh
Community Board Chair, Alex
Murry *13 , said. "She is definitely of like mind with the activist community here , and the
board hopes to support Andrea
in her programming efforts."
Breau is also the College 's
first director of the Gender and
Sexual Diversity Program , a
position that she, along with
interested members of the student body, will shape throughout the semester.
"I still don 't even know myself what being the director will
entail on a daily basis," she
said. "For now it 's going to entail meeting a lot of people and
orienting myself to what kinds
of student support services exist, what still needs to be addressed and what perhaps hasn 't
even been thought of yet."
Breau studied women's gender and sexuality studies at the
College and went on to pursue a
Masters degree in the same field
at Ohio State University. There,
she helped execute and organize

the first National Queer Conference that brought together
scholars and students from all
over the world. She also taught
Introduction to Women's Studies, Introduction to Sexuality Studies and Introduction to
Queer Studies. "It was a more
formalized kind of teaching
than what I'll be doing here at
Colby," she said.
She is currently working
on her Ph.D. in queer of color
scholarship, a relatively new
field of scholarship that focuses
on intersections of race, class
and sexuality.
"It 's a fastly growing field
that's pushing back against the
idea that being gay means being
white," she explained. Breau
hopes to develop programs in
her hometown of Lewiston,
Maine, which has a large population of Somalian immigrants.
"Queer of color scholarship
is about how multip le identities intersect and I think that
could be very applicable here
at Colby."
Her office is located on
the second floor on the Pugh
Center and she welcomes students to stop by anytime.
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j I Associate director Andrea Breau is a Maine native and Colby graduate.

Students develop new online forum
Community Advisor (CA),
the President of Mules
Against Violence (MAV )
and plays on the basketball team. A global studies and philosophy double
major with a minor in Chinese, he put his marketing experience with other
clubs to use and took on
the role of on-campus liason for the project.
Carpenter is the driving
force on the tech-side of the
project. During his time at
the College , he created an
independent major , which
he called "symbolic systems ," minored in Japanese
and used his tech skills to
revamp the Echo's website
and create the Echo blog 's
"Colbybox " format. Since
graduating in May, he began working as a software
engineer at a social media
branding company.
WtlMINU HUANU/IML WJLBT ECHO
Despite their established
Jeff Carpenter '12 and John Kalin '14 developed the idea f o r "The Better Announcements " over Skype.
roles, Carpenter explained
to San Francisco and Ka- person 's posting history and that he feels comfortable
lin spent time in South Ko- the guarantee that onl y one suggesting an improveBy JULI ANN A HAUBNER
rea and China—they kept e-mail will be sent per day.
ment not tech-based , and
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
in touch through the sumThe added bonus is that if Kalin has an idea
EDITOR
mer and their weekly hour- that each person can about the site 's format ,
long Skype conversations send only one post per he 's completely open to it.
For the majority of Colby evolved into the new web- day, w h i c h reduces rep- "We both appreciate feedstudents , the first thing to site that launched this fall , etition and space. The back oh things we are and
appear in their inbox at the "The Better Anresult
is a are not experts at ," Carstart of a new day is a se- nouncements. "
clear , concise penter said.
ries of two to four e-mails
While
the
As for the future , Kalin
forum for stusent automatically by the project
began
dents and fac- and Carpenter are trying to
The
added
College. The General An- as an idea to
u l t y to engage make the best of the presnouncements (GA' s) are a improve
the bonus is that w i t h one an- ent. "We 're very much foforum for students , faculty current method
other , instead cused now on pretty speand staff to communicate of student ad- each person
of a series of cific things ," Kalin said.
and advertise upcoming vertising,
it can send
e - m a i l s w i t h "At this stage , because it' s
events on and around cam- soon developed
the same re- such a baby, too much foonly
one
pus , and can be sent to a into a larger
d u n d a n t mes- cus on two years down the
range of lists: residence concept.
"As post per day, sage.
road -even next year- is not
halls , entire grades or ev- we got to talkKalin
and utilizing the time as well as
eryone with a colby.edu ing about what which
Carpenter used we could. "
we could do ," reduces
e-mail address.
surveys to ask
The two do have exciting
For several years , the Carpenter
extheir
peers ideas of where the project
repetition
College community has plained , "it bequestions about could go, including the use
been casually calling into came more and and space.
what
aspects of video , profiles with acquestion the efficiency and more apparent
of the Genera] cessible post history and
validity of this system but that the best
A n n o u c e m e n t a feature that would allow
it was not until recently way to do - this
system worked the creation of a direct rethat a group of students de- was not to try
and what people sponse instead of an 'entirecided to take action.
and improve it internally, would want to change. "Ul- ly new post.
John Kalin '14 and Jeff but try to make our own timately, " Kalin said , "it' s
For now, though , they 're
Carpenter '12 spent their system. " Kalin recalled about how we can be useful. keeping it simple. Their curshared time on the Hill , that the phrase they tossed We can go back and forth rent goal? To have 90 peras many do , knowing of around was "the rogue Gen- for hours thinking whether cent of the campus signed
each other but not actually eral Announcements. "
people want to see weath- up and on the mailing list.
knowing each other. When
The most obvious differ- er images or dining hall While the current number is
they met during the final ences between Kalin and menus , or we could just presently low, they are optiweeks of last spring se- Carpenter 's new creation and send a survey and see what mistic and proud that within
mester , they began to talk the General Announcements people want straight from one week of school , they alabout what they could both include a 500-character lim- them." The team want to ready have a solid number
do to improve the General it (the GA's limit is 20,000 keep the conversation an of subscribers.
Announcements.
Despite characters), illustrations of open one and make the BetTo sign up for the Better
the distance and their sepa- Waterville weather , the abil- ter Announcements a trul y Announcements , all students
have to do is go to announcerate p lans to travel across ity to organize posts based student-based creation.
the country and around the on the number of "upvotes "
Outside of the Better ments, io while signed in to
world—C arpenter
moved or "downvotes " given to a Announcements , Kalin is a their Colby e-mail.
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SEPTEMBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE:
JAMES STALEY '13 & HARPER BURKE '13

WtlMIIWi HUMWVTHE CULBT ECHO

This young local gal is back f rom Ireland and ready to reconquer the Hill.
Harper Burke * 13

scribed a secret patch of forest
off of 295 where all of the highway's road kill is taken, and where
she often pulls over to forage for
interesting bones. As for a date
in Waterville, you'd probably be
treated to a home-cooked meal
in the formal dining room of her
off-campus house and, if you're
lucky, a performance of unoriginal
old-time bluegrass composition in
her dark attic bedroom. But be
warned: her house-mates may require you to shovel the driveway
as a test of your good intentions.

With the start of the fall semester comes the much-anticipated
return of Colby's Miss September,
the infamous Harper Burke. A native Mainer, this carrot-top hails
from Wilton and has spent the
last year traveling not only across
Maine but also across Europe.
After working for Maine Huts
and Trails in the fall last year, this
adventurous religious studies and
philosophy double major spent the
spring in Ireland in order to spend
more time with her fellow gingers
and to drink in pubs that are not Favorite animal: "Not cats. Also
located on Colby's campus. Let's not birds or anything else that flies
just say that if you're looking for and flaps."
a pot-of-coffee-a-day, bottle-of- Favorite actor/person: Bill
wine-a-night kind of gal , look Murray
no further.
Favorite TV show: PrettyLittle
When asked where she would Liars
take a charming young suitor for
a first date, Harper dreamily de—Written by Allison Fowle
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The gentlemanly Mr. Staley returnsfrom Dartmouth to steal your heart.

iPlEGiP^

- James Staley '13

Ladies,
Do you like tight leather
motorcycle suits, post-modern
sculpture and rare cognacs? If
so, James Staley is probably not
right for you. But if you're looking for a friendly, intelligent guy
with a great sense of humor and
the physique to match, you'd
better read on.
It is virtually impossible to
with urrent college l.d. Online
pinpoint what makes James
^
r
^^l
i
d
c
users,
use
promo
code
'
mexlcaliy-^fl
"James," but here are some of
j
the basics: He is a senior hailing
Excludes gift card purchases, not valid for clearance Hems or with oti£
from the quiet town of Mahopac
(Algonquin for "Lake of the
!^Pw^r»
.^Bfl
Great Serpent"), who is return^BBBBBBBBB^^Bm
IBk
^^s'rlrr' ¦
iBBBBBBBBBBBBIing to Colby from Dartmouth's
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dual-degree engineering program. If you haven 't spotted him
's most likely
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^^^^^ on campus yet, it
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because he is living off-campus.
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but you're bound to catch him in
a Colby Improv show or busting
some filthy moves in the apartments on weekends.
James likes a girl who appreciates the finer things in life as
well as simple pleasures such as
singing T-Swift in the shower or
enjoying venti caramel machiattos. So if you're interested in
meeting a true gentleman who
is kind and will keep you entertained, then strike up a conversation with James if you see him
around campus; you (probably)
won 't regret it.
Favorite movie: Sweet Home
Alabama
Favorite food : Watermelon
Favorite dining hall: Foss
— Written by Jayson Ito-Adler
and Wes Richardson

Write for the EchoX
Writing for the Echo is a great way to familiarize yourself with the campus and your peers.
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Thanks for makingMexicallpartof your collegelife!
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Interested in joining the Echo staff?
Stop by our table at the Campus
Life Club Expo or e-mail Madeline
Strachota at mmstrach@colby.edu.
CAMPUS LIFE CLUB EXPO
Wednesday, Sept. 12
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

EDITORIAL

On the opportunity we
glean from our community
w3 0 man\ of our conversations on campus concern what has happened
in the past and areas in which our College community has fallen short—
for example , we were angered by acts of sexual assault last fall , we have
been frustrated by incidents of residence hall vandalism and we have
q u e s t i o n e d the level of diversity present at the College.
H o w e v e r , as we begin the start of a new academic year, it is important to note the recent accomplishments that have occurred on the H i l l .
W h i l e u n f o r t u n a t e events in years past are something that should not be
forgotten or belittled , it is time to embrace the opportunity thai we have
for i m p r o \ ement.
Already this year, we have seen the College make efforts to change the
c u l t u r e on campus. With only one week of the academic year underway,
the campus has welcomed Dean of Religious and Spiritual Kurt Nelson
and Director of Gender and Sexual Diversity Programs Andrea Breau.
These two individuals , holding the first-ever positions of their kind on
the H i l l , have begun to dedicate (heir time and talent to make the College
a belter place .
Additionally, the Student Government Association p ledged during the
State of the College address that they will be working toward establishing
a more cohesive c o m m u n i t y that embraces our diversity and allows students to experience it w i t h events such as Story Time , which is a chance
for s t u d e n t s to share their u n i q u e paths to Mayflower H i l l .
The College boasts other recent accomplishments in the world of
sports. Dom Kone "13 continu ed to b r i n g pride to Mule Nation by adding
the 100m NCAA title to the 60m t i t l e he had won earlier this year. Kone
ran the final in 10.24 seconds , the third best NCAA Division III time
ever Additionally, at the end of the 2011-12 academic year , the College 's
a t h l e t i c s department was honored w i t h various All-Americans , including
four from the women ' s lacrosse team. Furthermore , the College 's football
team w e l c o m e d the new academic year by assisting first-years as they
moved into their residence halls.
W h i l e this list contains only a small snapshot of the recent accomplishm e n t s on the Hill , it provides a picture of the potential and incredible
resources that our community holds. Rather than reiterating the shortcomings of the College in the past, we should utilize these resources—get to
know our peers , get to know our new dean and director and embrace our
c o m m u n i t y and understand its nature.
—The staff of The Colby Echo
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On Barclays' Bob Diamond
and the LIBOR-rigging scandal
BY GORDON FISCHER
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

You can be certain that in the last
days there will be some very hard
times. People will love only themselves
and money. 2 Timothy 3
On August 14th at around 1 p.m.,
Colby community members received
an official e-mail from Sally Baker.
She called herself "Secretary of the
Corporation ," and said she was writing on behalf of Ihe Board of Trustees.
The message called attention to recent
"news from the financial industry concerning the role a number of banks
have played in determining a key interest rate that governs many transactions
around the world. " Sally told us that
"no small amount of that attention has
fallen on Barclays Bank and its former
CEO, Colby College Board of Trustees
Chair Bob Diamond '73."
For those of you who don 't know,
Bob Diamond is the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees at Colby College,
the school's most generous donor, the
wealthiest alum and the man in honor
of whom the Diamond Building is
named. In a Colby Magazine article
from September 2007 , the year the
building was completed . Diamond was
described as being "the architect of an
investment and management strategy
and philosophy that has produced record profits (more than $4 billion [in
2006]) for Barclays * investment banking arm." Diamond's boss was later
quoted , saying, "You have to be a very
good businessman to pull off what he's
pulled off at Barclays Capital."
It is now 2012 , and the praise from
his boss seems ironic , as Bob's business practices are currently being
called into question by governmental
organizations around the world. Apparently, while Barclays was scoring
record profits , and while the Diamond
building was being built , his company
was pulling off a scam that "dwarfs
by orders of magnitude any financial
scam in the history of markets," according to Andrew Lo, a finance professor at MIT.
In June of 2012 , reports surfaced
about some fraudulent activity at Barclays that took place under Diamond's
supposed supervision. He resigned

from his position as CEO when the
bank was hit with a S452 million fine
for its role in a worldwide scandal involving the manipulation of the LIBOR
that took place 200S through 200S. On
top of the LIBOR-rigging scandal ,
which is yet another example of the
recent wave of corporate banking corruption scandals to hit the media, Diamond's former company is also facing
a nearly $1 billion fine from the UK
HM Revenue and Customs (UK IRS)
for a complex tax avoidance scheme
that took place during the same years.
Of course, Colby had to react to
news that its chairman was involved

It is now 2012 and
the praise from
his boss seems
ironic as Bob's
business practices
are being called
into question.

in such corruption. That 's why Sally
e-mailed us. She told us that in light
of the whole issue .Diamond urged that
the Trustees meet to discuss the matter. At the meeting, he called himself
as the only witness and assured the
Board that , after a multi-year investigation of Barclays by several regulatory agencies, there were no findings
of impropriety against Diamond personally. Despite being in charge of the
investment banking arm of the bank
in 2008, Diamond claims to have had
no idea that a small group of traders
were working on fixing the LIBOR.
Of course, after hearing his testimony,
the Board was more than willing to
make the politically sound decision to
"strongly affirm its support of Mr. Diamond as chair."
The Board's review and collective
decision to support Diamond was said
to be informed by several fundamental
values of the College and "an overarching obligation to fairness, a firm commitment to the paramount importance

Join the fight to end education inequality

LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

three grade levels behind their wealthier
peers. In other words these fourth-graders from low-income communities are
reading See Spot Run, not Harry Potter
(grade-level reading). It is not because
they aren 't smart; they simply have not
been given the educational opportunities
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of seeking truth, and an understanding of the absolute necessity for deep,
critical , and patient consideration of
complex issues."
To my readers: As students attending this college, or as faculty members
teaching at this prestigious, Forbesranked school , I am sure that you,
too, are committed to the paramount
importance of seeking truth. Did you
know that a few days after this e-mail
was sent to us, Diamond was slammed
by British lawmakers for offering
"highly selective" evidence in front of
Parliament in a hearing on the banking rate-fixing scandal? Or have you
heard about the testimony of Jerry Del
Missier, the former Chief Operating
Officer of Barclays, who says that he
issued an instruction to traders to lower the rates after a conversation with
Diamond in October 2008? Who are
we to believe?
As critical thinkers, I urge you all
to consider this situation deeply. If
something about the decision-making
process here leaves you feeling out
of touch and powerless, you have a
responsibility to find others who are
thinking the same way.
To the administration : We're out
here, we students. We have a voice.
To the students: I write to incite, to
inspire and ignite, you all should find
reasons to put up a fight. Stand up for
what 's right. Occupy Augusta has already been protesting, they 'll be here
tonight , September 12th at 5 p.m. in
front of the Diamond Building prior to
the Gitlin lecture at 7 p.m.
Check out the Facebook page called
"Barclays and The Diamond Building
at Colby College" for more information and articles on the complex issue. Inform yourself. Contribute to
the discussion. The page is dedicated
to presenting all facts and evidence
as well as hearing people's diverse
views on the topic.
I leave you with a quote from /«dignez-Vousf , a book , that is sweeping
through Europe currently : "It's true
that reasons to cry out can seem less
obvious today. The world appears too
complex. But in this world, there are
things we should not tolerate...I say to
the young, look around you a little and
you will find them. The worst of all attitudes is indifference."
Indignez vouz!

Today, with more passion and dedication than I have ever felt, I want to talk
about a major civil rights issue of our
generation : education equity. Now—
more than ever—we need to make sure
that every child in our nation has the opportunity not just to dream , but to make
their dreams a reality.
The educational opportunity and privilege that we all have in being here at
Colby is astounding. When you realize
the inequity that children in our nation
face, simply because of where they grow
up, you realize that fi ghting for education equity is not just an option post-Colby; it is a life long responsibility.
I have fought passionately as an activist for many things at Colby—most
explicitly in my work as the gender and
sexual diversity resource officer. I wrestle with the amount of privilege I have
had that has allowed me to fight for these
things, learn and find my voice. Think
about what our nation and world could
accomplish if everyone had an excellent education , if everyone 's voice and
dreams could reach their fullest potential. There are so many problems in our
world—just think about all the different things we care about as students at
Colby. It might be sexism or homophobia , the environment , poverty or healthcare. And everything is connected to and
starts with education.
The educational inequities in our nation are more striking than ever before
and arc getting worse. They make clear
that we are not embodying the promise
of liberty and justice for all.
When students in low-income communities (from Maine to California)
are just nine years old , they are already

They simply have
not been given
the educational
opportunities they
deserve because
of their zip code.

they deserve because of their zip code.
Sixteen million children are growing up
in poverty; one in 10 of those children
graduates from college. Fifty percent
graduate from high school, and on average those who do so leave with an eighth
grade reading level.
Our nation was founded on the notion
of equal opportunity, but we aren 't even
coming close to living up to that standard of equality.
Teach For America (TFA) fights for
this equality. A growing movement of
leaders who work to ensure that kids
growing up in poverty get an excellent
education, we recruit a diverse group
of leaders who work relentlessly to expand educational opportunity. Recruits
start by teaching for two years in a lowincome community in one of 46 regions
across the nation.
TFA doesn 't stop with the immediate impact of placing excellent leaders
and teachers in low-income communities. There is a second component

of TFA's theory of transformational
change. We know that to really solve
this problem in the long run we need to
fuel long-term impact. We need those
same people—the future leaders of our
country—to work to address all the
factors that contribute to educational
inequity in America. So, after the two
years, we have alumni who stay in
education as leaders for change from
within the system, while other alumni ,
equall y as dedicated to the issue, enter
other fields to make positive change.
Now over 33,000 alumni strong, our
alumni are working at every level of
education , policy and other fields, to
ensure that ALL children receive an
excellent education.
TFA doesn't just talk; TFA acts. A
team fighting with respect and humility
for transformational change as diverse
leaders—I have never met a group of
individuals as passionate, driven and
dedicated to making positive change
in our nation. Working for TFA has not
just made clear the issue I want to dedicate myself to (I already knew that!)
but the kind of team, community and
organization I want to do it with. Like
any organization and mission, TFA
isn 't perfect, but in coming articles I
will address concerns people may have
and exp lain why (after much research
and concern) I proudl y stand with TFA.
You have the power to change things
with humility and passion. The question
isn 't whether we can make a difference
with education. It is how we can ensure
that all children have the educational opportunity to unlock their fullest potential.
I ask you with urgency, will you be the
one to step up, or the one to shy away?
How will you do your part to fight education inequity?
We need to close the achievement gap,
and we can. This isn't just an issue. It is
the issue of our generation and nation.
It 's a civil rights issue. Let's make it one
of our focuses at Colby.
Let 's step up.

.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Why I Protested Tony Blair at commencement
As recorded in the May 21 Bangor
Daily Sews, on May 20, I was arrested
for yelling at former British Prime Minister Tony Blair during his commencement
address at Colby College in Waterville.
Since then, some have expressed disapproval of my disrupting Colby 's graduation. I understand and sympathize with
this. At first glance this would appear to
be a disrespectful, inconsiderate act. But
let's take a closer look.
Like formei President George W.
Bush, Tony Blair led his country into
an unnecessary, illegal and immoral
war under false pretenses—that is to
say lies. Like Bush, Blair said Iraq
had weapons of mass destruction, and
therefore war was necessary. But Blair
knew—or at a minimum should have
known—this was a lie.
According to an article in prestigious medical journal The Lancet, by
2006, the Iraq war had already killed
an estimated 654,965 Iraqis. That's 2.5
percent of the Iraqi population. In this
country that would be eight million
people. The war has killed 4,486 American soldiers and 179 British soldiers.
The war has wounded 33,184 U.S. soldiers. A close relative of a friend from
Penobscot came back from Iraq paralyzed from the neck down, and with serious and permanent brain damage, un-

able to so much as feed himself. This is
the legacy of Mr. Blair 's war.
But the war did much more. The long
term financial costs of the war—including treating the wounded—are now estimated to be as much as three trillion dol-

Tony Blair led his
country into an
unnecessary,
illegal and
immoral war under false
pretenses—that
is to say lies.
lars. This represents a vast squandering of
national wealth that could go to vital services such as education, health care, jobs,
housing and transportation. The denial of
these services will cause additional, and
considerable, suffering on both sides of
the Atlantic.
The war also caused extensive environmental damage that will cause suffer-

ing in Iraq for years to come. Our ura- ly stated there was no evidence of Iraqi
nium-tipped bullets and munitions now WMD, and that Iraq was cooperating
litter the Iraqi landscape, rendering much with his investigation. Rather than heed
land unsafe for agriculture or habitation, the findings of this internationally reand already causing elevated levels of spected agency, Blair and Bush chose to
cancer. This legacy will be with Iraq for misrepresent its findings, claiming that
a long, long time.
Iraq was not cooperating.
And Blair bears some of the responBush and Blair said Iraq had acquired
sibility for U.S. aggression against Iraq, from Africa yellow cake uranium for the
as Blair 's acquiescencein that aggression purpose of building WMD. But Joseph
gave President Bush international cover Wilson, the U.S. envoy who investigated
for the war, and made it easier for Mr. this claim, debunked it in the New York
Bush to sell the war to the U.S. public and Times. And rather than heed this, the
indeed to the world.
Bush administration outed Wilson's wife,
It was incumbent on Mr. Blair to get Valerie Plame, as a CIA operative, thus
his facts straight before agreeing to the breaking U.S. law, ending her career, and
Iraq war.
very possibly endangering her life.
Under international law, codified by
Thus one can plainly see that evidence
treaties to which Great Britain is signer of Iraqi WMD had more holes than Swiss
and party, a country cannot attack an- cheese. The evidence of this was readily
other unless it is under direct, imminent available to any casual newspaperreader.
threat Clearly this was not the case with
Under international law, Blair is a war
Iraq, which posed no threat to the U.S. criminal. As such, he should have been
or Great Britain. Under international arrested—not praised and celebrated as
law, no country has the right to wage pre- commencement speaker—in Waterville.
emptive war.
He should be tried in the International
But how could Blair know Iraq did Court of Justice. And it is the duty of
not have Weapons of Mass Destruc- us all to hold Mr. Blair accountable for
tion (WMD)? As the U.S. and Great his crimes.
Britain openly prepared for war against
Iraq, Hans Blix, who was investigating
Lawrence Reichard
charges of Iraqi WMD for the InternaBangor, Maine
tional Atomic Energy Agency, repeatedReceived May 25, 2012
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Critiquing Tony Blair

I had the graduating seniorsvery much in
mind as I stood in protest on the Colby campus in May, listening to TonyBlair. Holding
a sign (GLOBALIZATIONKILLS) in solidarity with others whose bannersdemanded
"Bring our war dollars home," I wandered
how the students and faculty felt about the
commencement speaker. They had norole in
choosing him; the invitation was issued by a
personal friend of Blair's: Robert Diamond,
chair of the Colbyboard of trusteesand lather
of a graduating student
Diamond is CEO of Barclays Capital of
London, which, after its acquisition of Lehman Brothers in 2008, ison the way to becoming the world's premierinvestmentbank.
Tony Blair delivered the usual bromides:
"Never stop learning." "Be optimistic."
"Have fun along the way." But some advice was nuanced: "Be a doer, not a critic."
"...[TJhe 20th century belonged to us....Are
we an empire that's fading?" (Who are
we—the G-8 empire?) "Despite the perils
of globalization, graduates should embrace
it." The subtext, unmistakably, is "Don't
let the 21st century belong to some other
[third-world] imperialist...We [the Western
powers] must remain No. 1, so don't challenge authority." These directives come
from a former British prime minister whose
role in leading us into war in Iraq was revealed in the Downing Street Memo of
2002. Where is his moral compass?
While Blair 's complicity in interventionist
wars is well known, commentators have had
less to say about the conflation of religious
faith and globalization. These are the talking points of the TonyBlair Faith Foundation

launched in 2008 with a series of lecturesat
YaleUniversity.
In a speech given in London that year,
Blair said: "Faith makes globalization
work. Faith can transform and humanize
the impersonal forces of globalization and
shape the values of the. economic and power
relationshipsof the early 21st century Faith
can help unify around common values what
otherwise mightbe a battlefor dominion."
Really? Sounds like New Age appeasement Fahhin what? What values?
Little wonder mat critics are calling the
Blair initiative a messianic plan for world
domination, being hatched in collusion with
wealthy world power brokers—the one
percent Nobel Prize winner Joseph Stightz
warned a decade ago that globalization was
making rich nations richer and poor nations
poorer As a result, he was forced out of his
position as World Bank chief economist, but
his voice has not beenmuffled Morerecently, in defense of the '*Occupy" movement,
Stightz observed "The best government that
money can buy is no longer good enough."
Instead of continuing the downward spiral of death and destruction caused by the
international corporate: power structure in
the name of "progress,
" I suggest another
way—articles of faith to live by, all grounded
in the precautionary principle: nonviolent
conflict resolution, not fouling our nest with
any more industrial pollution, the creative
economy (the renewing power of art and
musicX small local economies, organic agriculture. The problem is that green values are
in conflict with industrial objectives, and we
lack a voice in high-level policy decisions,

Friends , if you 're anything like
me, you 're a six-time Olympic Candyland champ ion who can eat 80
hot dogs in 12 minutes. But also ,
you 're sick and tired of reading the
nonsense I write in this newspaper.
Excellent prose? Of course. Insightful points? No question. We 've just
grown apart. We 're different people
than when I first started writing. To
be honest , I haven 't had a real opinion since last November.
"Michael ," you are likely saying. "Of course we want you to stop
writing. But what can I , the average
Colby student , do to combat your
poisonous grandiloquence? Your
words , your ug ly truths , your beautiful rhetorical acrobatics that burst
the festering deceits and pretenses
of my reality?" That 's a damned
good point , average Colby student. Well-articulated. The question
stands: how do we stop me?
Fortunately, there is hope. Not
much , but some. Due to some egregious lapse of judgment or clerical
error, I have attained the position
of editor of the Op inions page at
this newspaper. So, I now have the
power to prohibit my own articles
from appearing in these pages.
However (and I' m a bit new at this

Due to some
egregious lapse of
judgment or
clerical error, I
have attained the
position of
editor of the
Opinions page.
Either you start contributing your
opinions to these pages , or I will fill
them with topics including: 1) How
I really feel about tilapia , 2) Why
voting isn 't cool , 3) My 50-volume
Rebus translation of the Democratic
party platform and 4) installments
of my graphic novel , "The Importunate Portie ," which stars my Portuguese water dog Casey as an amateur private investigator.
Colby, you have the power to
end this. Surely, you feel some way
about something. Write it up using

Tuition raise
needs to be
reevaluated

I grew up and went to a public high
school in a blue collar town. My town
is primarily known for its strip joint
and its jail.
I am also a proud Colby alum.
Upon my arrival as a first-year, I was
amazed by the opportunities Colby afforded me. I made many international
friends, sang in an a cappella group,
performed in plays and a musical , became a Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip
(COOT) leader, studied abroad and so
much more.
I also remember being shocked by
the students' fancy cars in the parking lots during my time at Colby. At
my high school , you were considered
well off if you even had a car (and usually it was a beat up hand-me-down).

I write because,
although I
dearly love Colby,
I wouldn't attend
the school if I
were a high school
senior today. The
price tag of over
$57,000 a year is
outrageous.

A dormmate of mine lent me his Saab
several times during my first year.
That was a shock.
I write because , although I dearly
love Colby, I wouldn 't attend the
school if I were a high school senior
today. The price tag of over $57,000 a
year is outrageous , especially considering that most of the liberal arts majors do not directly lead to a lucrative
job after college. This isn 't a knock
;
COURTESY OF COLBYEDU
against the liberal arts , it's just an ecoProtestors, upset at his selection as speaker, interrupted former British Prime Minister
nomic reality.
Tony Blair s commencement speech last y e a r .
I think most students like me have
which are made by corporate profiteers.
all To cite one example close to borne: A been priced out of Colby. The CohHere's the best advice I'd offer to the class project for international connectivity like the lege has an endowment of over $600
of2012: A critic is a doer.
proposed East-West highway would pave million; can Colby take the bold
Speaking out to expose high crimes is to over and destroypricelessnaturalresourcesin step of reversing a national trend
preventgreaterharms from occurring—an- the heart of the Norm Woods. So graduates and decrease its tuition? By one
other article of faith to live by. As wesaw (most of you will be leaving Maine, I know), percent? A symbolic decrease of
last week, it takes only six individuals to if you carethat this beautiful place should re- one percent would send Shockwaves
send a story virally around the world—five main a respitefrom the industrial wastelands throug hout the higher education
to howl in protest and grab the headlines, elsewhere, refuse to give ground to business community. I love my school , and I
one to stay silent until the press shows up as usual. Go to www detendingwaterforlife think it is time for Colby to take a
to pose questions.
net, or a stewardship organizationlike RE- bold , historic step.
The demonstration at Colby was meant STORE, and speak truth to power.
to track the broad reachof one geopolmJody Spear is an art-history editor living
Sincerely,
cal archvillain. In both military and civilian in Harborside. She graduated from Colby
Michael Farrell
terms, we, the dissidents, identified specific College in 1963.
Class of 2000
threats from globalizationmat impoverish us
ReceivedMay 29, 2012
Received May 13, 2012

Please help silence me by sharing your voice
newspaper business stuff , so p lease
bear with me), my editor tells me
that it is "unprofessional" to have
vast swaths of empty white space
in the pages.
Therefore , 1 will have to continue filling that space with whatever
rolls tumbleweed-like through my
mind. Colby, this is an ultimatum.

¦ LETTER TO THE EDITOR

600-800 words (you can even use
the same word twice if you need
to!) Topics for the Op inions page
can be related to darn near anything.
Chances are , if it interests you , it
will interest someone else (unless
its something pointlessly obscure ,
like sports).
"But Michael! Michael! Look
at me ," you have just objected. "I
would like to voice my opinion in
these pages, but I don 't know what
my opinions are. Or, I have opinions, but I am nervous about sharing
them in print , or am not sure quite
how best to express them." Strange,
p laintive reader , I have thought of
you too. Every Friday, I will hold an
Op inions Round Table , where interested writers can talk about current
events , article ideas and life at Colby. The last Opinions Round Table
was a resounding success , with over
half of the two attendants aware of
the fact that they were at said Opinions Round Table. So whether you
want to brainstorm an idea , or just
want me to soothe you by stroking
your nose and feeding you carrots (I
work with horses), stop by Foss this
Friday between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
Colby, you big handsome mule ,
I know you have opinions. I know
you have voices. You have often shouted your opinions at me
while I go about my daily business
("Put a shirt on!" and "Stop throwing empty bottles of Red Stripe at
me!") Let peop le hear those voices.
Only together can we end my reign
of terror.

What do you
feel strongly
about?

The Echo is looking for
Op inions writers.
Whether you want to write
about politics, the economy
or life on the Hill, we welcome your voice.
Contact Michael Langley at
mlangley@colby.edu if interested.

LOCAL NEWS

MulePrep SAT classes open to Watervillestudents
thought-out curriculum."
MulePrep is a free SAT preparatory course for local high
school students. After completing his independent study,
White implemented the program last spring with the help
of three Colby students who
volunteered their time and expertise in each of one of the
three sections of the SAT Reasoning Test: Critical Reading,
Writing and Mathematics. At

MulePrep
gives them the
opportunity
to take
advantage of
a structured,
well
thought-out
curriculum.

NOAH KOPP/THE COLBV ECHO

Mult Prep is an SAT preparation program that invites local hig h school students to the Hill for three 50
minute classes each Sunday in the Fall 2012 session The students plan to take the SAT on Nov. 3.

By SAVANNAH JUDGE
NEWS STAFF

The College 's January Program (JanPlan ) provides an
opportunity lor students to try
new activities , from dabbling
\n new subjects to traveling
the world. It is not often , bowever, that students can watch
their JanPlan work blossom
for months after the snow
melts on Ma> flower Hill.
But that is exactly what Matt
White *14 has done.
Last JanPlan , White conducted an independent study
with Education Program Direc-

tor and Professor Mark Tappan ,
in which White designed and
implemented the curriculum
for an SAT prep course tailored
specifically to local high school
students. White dubbed the program "MulePrep. "
Tappan , who sponsored
the independent study, recalls that White 's idea for the
project "came about [in part ]
from conversations through
SFER [Students for Education Reform , a club on campus]... conversations
about
how to contribute to the local
Waterville area. "
White is an English major and Education minor from
Wellesiey, Mass., where as a

hi gh school student he recalls
receiving an abundance of fliers advertising for SAT prep
classes. "[SAT prep courses]
were easily accessible for me
in high school ," White said.
After studying on Mayflower
Hill for a year and a half, White
realized that SAT prep courses
"didn 't really exist up here [in
Maine], " and he decided to do
something to change that.
"I was really proud of
[White] for taking this on ,"
Tappan said. "There are a lot
of kids in town who don 't have
the resources to pay for a Kaplan course...[MulePrep] gives
them the opportunity to take
advantage of a structured, well

Mark Tappan
Education Program
Director

that time, the program served
18 students from Waterville and
Messalonskee High Schools.
Each Sunday afternoon session
consisted of three, 45-minute
classes, one for each section of
the test.
According to White , the
structure of this year 's program will be relatively similar, but more expansive. There

NEWS STAFF

A group of six interns from
the College spent their summers
conducting research on the Belgrade Lakes. Under the guidance of Oak Professor of Biological Sciences Russell Cole
and Associate Professor of Biology Cathy Bevier, Emily Arsenault '14, Colin Cummings '14,
Monica Davis '13, Marianne
Ferguson '14, Drew Mealor '14
and Corey Reichler '13 studied
the shorelines of three different
ponds and 72 research sights in
order to determine the effects
of development on lake health.
They also worked in conjunction with other groups on the
Hill working on the Belgrade
Lakes at the time.
The group of interns built
upon the progress made by
College interns in previous
summers , this time adding a
third type of sight to their research. The students had previously studied and compared
the effects of developed areas and undeveloped areas
on lake health , but this year,
they also looked at developed
areas that have environmental
precautions in place. Their
goal was to determine whether any of the precautions,
such as increased vegetation
or using specific fertilizers
to avoid pesticides , would affect lake health.
According to Davis * writeup in a blog detailing the in-
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Lindsay Roberts 13 poses with a "YES on 1" sign and encourages votes to vote in favor of same-sex marriage
in the upcoming election. Roberts is one of a number of students on the Hill who strongly support the issue.

Equity Maine fights for same-sex marriage
NEWS STAFF

Lindsay Roberts '13 is gearing up for the upcoming decision in November , which will
determine the legality of samesex marriage in Maine. Roberts recently began interning
at Equality Maine , an organization that advocates for equal
social and legal treatment of
gavs and lesbians.
Along with her young and
up beat colleagues, Roberts
walks door-to-door and calls
upon Manures in the attempt to
persuade them to vote "yes" on
question one in favor of samesex marriage.
So far . Roberts has managed to convert one caller to
change his stance on samesex marriage , but Equality
Maine 's campaign has already
convinced 12 ,000 voters to
agree with their mission.
Now finished with the persuasion stage of the campaign ,
the organization has moved
on to the retention phase. As
November approaches , Roberts will pour her efforts into
keeping voters aligned with
F.quality Maine 's views.

Roberts believes that samesex marriage is an inalienable
right based on love. Though a
study by UCLA in 2009 predicted that same-sex marriages
would result in an increase in
state revenues of $60 million
dollars over a span of three
years, Roberts fights emp hatically for social equality regardless of possible economic impacts. On a persona! note , she
hopes to one day see her aunt
and her aunt 's significant other
of 18 years married. "If I' m
with this person and I love this
person , why can 't that be recognized?" Roberts said , a firm
believer that same-sex couples
are as committed in relationships as heterosexuals.
Determined in her efforts,
Roberts has been working with
residents in Augusta and surrounding regions , along with
students at the College , to bring
about change . Teaming up with
the Bridge , a club whose mission is to make the campus an
accepting p lace for people of
all sexual orientations , is an integral part of Roberts ' success
on the Hill. With the help of
the Bridge , Roberts will host
phone marathons on Tuesdays
from 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. with
like-minded volunteers from

the campus community. Her
experience will also aid new
interns of Equality Maine, such
as Madeline Hunsicker '15.
The interns * work talking to
voters has helped put Maine on
the path to passing the new legislation. With an average of 54
percent to 57 percent of Mainers
in support of the decision and a
national president who openly
supports gay marriage, Maine
could become the sixth state to
accept same-sex marriage.
Roberts feels that peop le
have come a long way since
2009, when opponents of samesex marriage successfully petitioned against Governor Baldacci's marriage equality bill.
Though the opposition still
exists , they do not have as bi g
of a presence as Equality Maine
and its many volunteers. "I
think that we found a lot of
support where we don 't expect
it. It 's a nonpartisan campaign,
but there is something really
heart-warming about calling an
80 year-old Republican who is
totally in support of it ," Roberts
said. Whatever the present sentiment for the vote, Roberts still
fights on the side of the underdog. Only the November ballot
will reveal the true progress of
Equality Maine 's hard work.

followed by students would
breaking into pairs or groups
to work through each problem together. They would
then review problems as a
class. In preparation for the
coming Sunday session , Curran said "[I] will go through
all the problems on my own
and write out an answer key."
Then , after having a friend
check her work for clarity,
Curran will scan the answer
key into the computer and
post it to the MulePrep website for students to access at
any time.
Curran also developed the
idea for a seminar that would
address the differences between the SAT, ACT and SAT
Subject Tests. She remembers
from last spring how "everyone
in the class was confused on
what exactly the subject tests
were." Curran thought a seminar would be a good alternative
to taking up class time to answer students ' questions about
the other tests.
White noted enthusiastically that MulePrep is now an
official program of the Colby
Volunteer Center. One of his
goals is to be able to purchase
SAT books for the local students involved in the program.
This year, the program has
expanded to . include students
from all over the region , with
12 hi gh schools represented
thus far.
One of White 's main goals
is "adding longevity" to the
program, and he hopes to see
it continue after he graduates
in 2014.

tern 's summer research , the
students collected "144 sediment samples , 144 macro invertebrate samples, placed
72 algae traps to examine
phosphorous levels , dep loyed
56 rock traps , performed 72
turbidity tests to examine

around the sights and gather
research from the shorelines.
As a result, they gained new
skills and learned to overcome
challenges. "I can recognize
sediment types, look at insects
and see where there was a difference between the different
development areas," said Arsenault. "I also enjoyed being
outside and I developed different skills , like learning how to
drive a boat. "
There were challenges , however, to navigating the water
on their own, such as mending
broken boat equipment. On the
interns ' research blog, Ferguson wrote that "this summer
was definitely a learning experience for me. I learned that everything in the field doesn 't always go as planned." Reichler,
who also commented in the
blog, said, "This summer was
an invaluable experience and I
am very grateful for the wonderful opportunity that Colby
College and the Belgrade Lakes
Watershed provided."
The students and their advisors, who spent much of the
summer in the lab monitoring
the researchers ' findings, will
extend aspects of their internship into the fall and spend
time analyzing the information gathered in the field this
summer. Some of the research
wUl be presented at the North
American Lakes Management
conference this fall, with the
full research being presented
in May at the Colby Student
Research Symposium.

Summer students study Belgrade
By KYLIE VANBUREN

By GRACEY McGRORY

are currently 63 students (20
seniors, 39 juniors and four
sophomores) enrolled for the
fall session that began on Sunday, Sept. 9. The program will
run for six more weeks, every
Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
In addition to the weekly
three-hour course , White said,
"We're also adding college
prep courses" to the program.
These seminar-style courses,
which will run from 1:30 p.m.
to 2 p.m., will cover topics
such as college essays, interview skills, financial aid and
scholarships , what colleges
look for in an application and
demystifying the
alphabet
soup of the SAT, ACT and SAT
Subject Tests.
Six College students will be
teaching for the program on
campus this semester: Katie
Outran '14, Anna Caron '13,
Lizzie Woodbury '15, Lindsey
Roberts '13, Lily Steig '16 and
Lindsay Peterson '13.
Additional students from the
College who wanted to get involved but whose schedules
conflicted with the Sunday afternoon session have also generously volunteered their time
as one-on-one SAT tutors.
Curran, a biology major and
math and education double minor, taught the math section
last year and will continue this
year. "I have a lot of fun with
it," Curran said. "The work
beforehand doesn 't really feel
like work."
Last spring, Curran worked
with a group of 10 to 12 students. A typical session began
with independent work, and

This summer
was definitely
a learning
experience
for me. I
learned that
everything
in the field
doesn't
always go as
planned.
Marianne Ferguson
Class of 2014

water quality and thrown 72
plankton tows to determine
zooplankton concentrations."
They will use these findings
to analyze overall lake health
and see what areas are particularly problematic.
The interns were self-sufficient in utilizing a new College pontoon boat to travel

COURTESY OF MONICA DAV15
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Summer interns Monica Davis '13 and Marianne Ferguson '14 spent three months studying the flora
and fauna of the Belgrade Lakes region. In their spare time, interns mastered their boating technique

I RESTAURANT REVIEW: YOU KNOW WHO'S PUB

You Know Who ' s Pub:
Waterville's best-kept secret
By JENNIFER NALE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ANNA THIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Holy Cannoli! is the newest addition to Waterville Main Street and introduces the area to authentic Italian pastries and food. Shop owner Candace Savinelli is a Connecticut native who is passionate about Italian cooking.

Holy Cannoli! wows with pastries

nelli said that even these
lengthy hours hardly quench
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR
Waterville cravings for traShortly
after
Candace ditional Italian baked goods.
Savinelli opened Holy Can- "I have people knocking
noli! , an Italian pastry shop down the door on Mondays ,"
on Waterville Main Street , Savinelli laug hed. "Somethis June , she received the times I have to duck behind
wrong type of ricotta filling the glass."
from her distributor. DeterLocated at 113A, Main
mined never to sell a pastry Street in Waterville , Holy
that failed to meet her stan- Cannoli! offers a wide assortdards , Savinelli hung a sign ment of Italian treats , includon the storefront explaining ing cannoli , cheesecake, cupthat she could not make can- cakes , brownies and various
noli until she received the types of cookies.
correct cheese.noil ij«
Clearly passionate about
"Now [the distributors] Italian
Savinelli
food ,
know that when I call them , I learned her trade from her
want what I want ," Savinelli Sicilian mother-in-law. "She
said. What Savinelli wants is was an excellent cook ," Savperfection.
inelli explained. "I learned
Originall y from Connecti- to cook a lot of Italian dishes
cut , where she feels authen- from her."
tic Italian cuisine is easier
Savinelli strives not only
to come by than in Maine , for authenticity, but also for
Savinelli "saw a need here perfection. "It should look apand decided to open. " The pealing. It should look professhop specializes in pas- sional. It should taste wondertries , but Savinelli also sells ful ," she said.
homemade stuffed breads
With that goal in mind ,
and classic Italian meals she uses only the finest inlike meat lasagna and egg- gredients , including "homeplant parmesan.
made sauce and noodles ,
According to Ben Mc- fresh eggs and butter , PhilaCanna 's June 28 article del p hia cream cheese , topin the Morning Sentinel , shelf liquor and Ghirardelli
a biannual survey of what chocolate ," as quoted in the
businesses the town needs bakery brochure.
Since
Holy
Cannoli !'s
distributed throughout Waopening on June 19, the
community response has
been
overwhelming, but
that comes as no surprise to
Savinelli. At one point while
she was still living in Connecticut , Savinelli quipped
that she "made the mistake
of giving peop le some cannoli" and was eventually
making the trip up to Maine
"with 200 to 300 cannoli at
a time. "
Now that her pastries
have a p e r m a n e n t presence ,
the Waterville c o m m u n i t y
has embraced S a v i n e l l i ' s
culinary
contributions
wholeheartedly.
Customers have been enthused and
" j u m p i n g up and down in
here. A lot of people have
never even had a cannoli ,"
according to Savinelli.
In its short lifespan ,
Holy C a n n o l i has yet to
run i n t o s i g n i f i c a n t problems. S a v i n e l l i ' s greatest
c h a l l e n g e has been "g e t t i n g
a staff that holds to [her]
standards ," but even that
t e r v i l l e since 2003 has re- has been m o r e e d u c a t i o n a l
t u r n e d w i t h "bakery " in the than t r o u b l i n g .
top five every year.
Savinelli both bakes and
Residents have appreciat- manages the bakery and
ed that the need has finally enjoys both aspects of the
been filled. "The first day I business immensely. She is
opened up, I sold out ," Savi- excited to establish a richer
nelli said to the Morning Italian tradition in WaterSentinel.
ville , one that resembles the
The shop is open Tuesday c o m m u n i t y she became acthrough Sunday, but Savi- customed to in Connecticut.
By SARAH BARRESE

A biannual
survey of
what
businesses
the town
needs
distributed
throughout
Waterville
since 2003
has returned
with "bakery"
in the top
five every
year.

While understanding that locals may not have been "exposed to this kind of food"
before , Savinelli expressed
her enthusiasm for spreading awareness of authentic

Now that her
pastries have
a permanent
presence, the
Waterville
community
has embraced
Savinelli's
culinary
contributions
wholeheartedly.
Italian cooking.
Savinelli' s goal for the
shop is "to educate the
Maine
community
about
what is real Italian food
as opposed to what they 're
used to. " Even in three short
months , she is well on her
way to achieving it.

As a proud Waterville native , I have spent a fair share
of time around these parts.
Not onl y have I eaten just
about everywhere, I have
probably had everything on
the menu...twice.
Therefore , I would like
to expose the Hill to one of
my personal favorites: You
Know Who 's Pub , which is
located in the concourse on
Main Street. To the untrained
eye, You Know Who 's could
easily be overlooked , but
with a little digging, you 'll
find the best pizza and burgers in town. I know everyone 's first thought: "What
about Mainley 's?" Yes. We
all went there , loved it and
went there again , but You
Know Who 's got the job
done like no other.
The low lig hting and underground feel gave the pub
quite a unique atmosphere.
After scouting out a table in
the corner and ordering some
fried green beans, an absolute appetizer must , there was
some time to pick a few songs
on the jukebox , or you could
even play a game of pool if
you aren 't in a big rush to eat .
With a simple menu consisting of classic pub food, the
prices are incredibly reasonable. Though the burgers are
always around eight dollars,

ANNA TWIN/1 HE COLBY ECHO

YouKnowWhps Pubis'a jun, affordable pubfood*j o i n t w iafr
t h iendly
atmosphere
the key pS dining on a budget
is Tuesday 's half-priced pizza
night. With the option of,a 12"
or 15/* it could make the perfect
night out with a few friends.
The wheat crust is a healthy
option for curious eaters The
service is also impeccable, and
I immediately felt Ait home as
the bartender joked around with
her regular customers
The specials appear to be constantly changing and never disappointing. Af i much as I loved
the honey BBQ wings and fresh
cut fries, 1 Was also tempted by
more adventurous fare, like the
yellowfirytuna wrap with ginger
sesame dressing and fried calamari. There is something on the

|

menu for everyone, and you can
count on it being delicious.
Wednesday nig hts find You
Know Whose Pub filled with
trivia junkies and entertainment. With a buy-in of $10
per team , you can test your
knowledge and possibly win
a big enough pot to cover
dinner and drinks.
I recommend that all students on the Hill head on
over. Whether you 're in the
mood to relax , gorge on classic pub food or you are simply
seeking a new casual dining
option for when your parents
visit , try You Know Whose.
You will wish you had made
it there sooner.

ANNA THIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Open Tuesday through Sunday.Holy Cannoli! boastsf reshcannoli.pastries, cookies, cakesand breads. The shop is
r
of Italianbaking i
locatedat 113A MainStreet,andSavinelliis eagerto educateher customersabout the p r o p epractices

Influx of donations save Sacred Heart Soup Kitchen
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

After providing hungry members of the Waterville community with 32 years of service,
Sacred Heart Soup Kitchen
nearly shut down this summer
because of insufficient funding.
A sudden influx of donations ,
however, will allow the soup
kitchen to continue functioning
for at least another year.
"I feel I have enough here,
with people calling in and
promising money they 're going
to send every month, to be open
until next December," Kitchen
Director Dick Willette said in
an Aug. 25 interview with Amy
Calder of the Morning Sentinel.
Weakened by the recession
in recent years, the Sacred
Heart Soup Kitchen budget
depends largely on donations
and contributions from local
businesses. In an interview
with the Echo Willette said
that until three years ago,
"the public was taking care
of us pretty good...but then
donations started dropping
[when the recession hit]. "
Willette has contributed
his own money to the effort ,
but could not single-handedly
raise enough money to keep
the kitchen open. He expressed his appreciation for
the Sacred Heart volunteers ,
who "started taking out money on the spot " when they re-

alized how dire the kitchen 's
financial situation was.
Though the kitchen is unaffiliated with Corpus Christi Parish, Willette asked Rev. Joseph
Daniels to explain the need to
his parish. The community response was extremely positive.
"I think the articles and radio
and television stepped in , and I
think all those interviews helped
to show that were in trouble ,"
Willette said. "The public does
not want us to close."
After a flood of donations ,
Willette was pleased to announce that the kitchen -will

remain open for at .least another year. He hatedt requesting money from the public but
said in Calder 's article that he
was "glad that it happened.
God took care of us. Any donations that we get now will
be the frosting on the cake.
We're not going to have a lobster and hot butter, but...".
A number of local businesses also offered to hold fundraisers for Sacred Heart , including three bands that played
at Hill 'n the Ville this Saturday. Darling Auto Group 's Ice
Cream for a Cause truck was

also stationed in Wateyville
from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
with an appearance from Mayor Karen Heck '74, according
to Calder 's article. /
Now, Willette looks ahead to
Sacred Heart Soup Kitchen's future and hopes tha/the new influx of public supnWt continues.
"The only thing/ that we need
right now is monetary help so
we can buy food and meat and
canned goods...it's expensive
stuff," Willette said. "As far
as help go.es...we 've got good
help. We hfive 42 volunteers and
nobody quits."

NOAM KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO

Though a scare this summer threatened to shut down the Sacred Heart Soup Kitchen, a f lood of donations allowed the kitchen to remain open. Kitchen Director Dick_ Willette encourages supporters to contribute more
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Dr. Kate Akerman Lecture
Bone Density and the Female Triad
Diamond 142
6:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Music at Colby Concert Series
Violin Recital
Colby College Museum of Art/ 015 Lower Jette
12 p.m.
Club Expo
Dana Lawn
5 p.m.
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1 Dr. Akerman is a sports medicine and endocrio1 nologist who is conducting a study on bone denI sity in female athletes through Mass. General's
Research Center.
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Compagne Sennett Lecture
Diamond 142
7 p.m.

Field Hockey v. Maine-Farmington
Bill Alfond Field

Cotter Union - Pugh Center
7 p.m.
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Cotter Union-Page Commons
7 p.m.

Latin American studies
Lecture
Lovejoy 215
4 p.m.

Field Hockey v. Middlebury
Bill Alfond Field
11 a.m.

Todd Gitlin discusses the Roots, the Spirit and the
Promise of Occupy Wall Street.

Women's Soccer v. Middlebury
Colby Soccer Field
11 am.

THURSDAY
Women's Soccer v. U. New England
Colby Soccer Field
4:30 p.m.

¦
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Volleyball v. Hamilton
Wadsworth Gymnasium

Movie Night at Flagship Cinemas
6:30 p.m.

g
1

Apple Picking
Apple Farm in Fairfield

I
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Campus Life Coffee Hour
Cotter Union 122 Quiet Lounge
9 a.m.

I
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.weather.com

JOKAS '
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Saranac 12 Beers of Summer 12 Packs
Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit
Saranac Blueberry Blonde 12 Pack
Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit
Rolling Rock Half Barrels
NewOnly 89.99 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

Rl£ PHOTO/THEC0L8YECH0

Students enjoy Waterville 's annual Hill 'n the 'Ville music fesitival that occurred last weekend SPB
provided buses f r o m campus f o r students to attend the event as part of the Loudness weekend festivities.
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TUESDAY

Visiting Writer Series
| Tim Kreider, essayist and cartoonist
I
Miller Library/ Robinson Room
7 p.m.
Tim Kreider is a writer for the New York Times. His
popular cartoon "The Pain-When Will it End?" has
|been collected in three books by Fantagraphics.
I
I His latest collection of cartoons and essays, We
Learn Nothing, was published in June 2012.

HILL N THE 'VILLE

|
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MONDAY

I
I

SATURDAY
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Occupy Nation

1
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SUNDAY

PC Coffee: Gun Control

Legally Blonde
Runnals
7 p.m. and Saturday 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.

Distinguished Professor Wendy Doniger of the
University of Chicago Divinity School shares comic
folktales about Clever Women and Magic Rings.

Bring Colby ID for free movie tickets!

Men's Soccer v. Middlebury
Colby Soccer Field

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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STUDENTS IN THE SPA

If Colby were a planet, which one would it be?
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"J-Crew-tupia, because everyone looks like they are in a J-Oew catalogue."
- Solon Arguello '15
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"Pluto, because if s so small."
- Corey Reichler '13

"Saturn, because we have so many different things going on."
- Matt Newman '14
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"Jupiter, because if s very far from everything.'"
- Melissa Meyer '16
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"It would be Mercury, because we are all so flipping hot,"
- Adam Drago '14
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"Pluto, because if s the coolest planet— At least, it should be a planet."
- Katie Allen '15

Weird News From Around the World
.. . i
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www.dailymail.co.ukl

Northeast Norway
A family of four bears broke into a holiday cabin ,
cleaned out the food cupboards and helped themI selves to over 100 cans of beer. When Even Borthen
Nilsen, the owner of the cabin , arrived at his vacation
home , they were in for quite the surprise. The bears ,
believed to be a mother and three cubs , had left behind quite a mess. "They had a hell of a party in there ,"
Nilsen told NRK. "The cabin has the stench of old piss ,
trash and bears ." The unwelcome guests had made
I their way into the cabin through an open window and
proceeded to demolish the furniture inside and help
j
themselves to snacks , including chocolate , honey and
jam. One of the bears had indulged a bit too much , and
seemed to have slept it off in Nilsen 's bed, leaving it
covered in fur, beer and soda.
..¦¦n
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Powder& Wig marksfirst week with a show
During one-week
musical f irst-years
are given equal
time in the Stricter
spotlight
BY KYLIE VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF

Powder and Wig is once again having its most hectic week of the year with
the one-week musical! Now in its fifth
year, the annual one-week musical has
become one of the most ambitious and
fun weeks in the entire Powder and Wig
season, as a dedicated production team
commits themselves to auditioning,
casting, gathering props, figuring out
lighting and tech., dancing, singing, rehearsing and performing, all in the short
span of seven days.
Past successes have included The
Rocky Horror Picture Show, Grease.
Little Shop of Horrors, and Reefer Madness This year Powder and Wig is presenting Legally Blonde.
The one-week musical process begins
each spring semester, with student directors applying with their chosen shows to
win the limited spots for the next season. The Powder and Wig executive
board chooses six or seven directors '
show selections for the season, with an
eye toward variety. They announce the
shows by the end of the semester.
Then the directors must get busy,
choosing their production teams and

preparing everything for the upcoming
season. This is particularly important for
directors of the one-week musical, and
the shortened time leaves little room for
a lack of organization. Christine Kashian
' 14 is Legally Blonde's director and is in
charge of things like choosing her production team, getting
the legal contracting
rights, assembling all
of the scripts, choreographing, and most importantly, setting the rehearsal schedule. All of
these goals were accomplished by the beginning
of the school year.
The production team
also consists of Will
Norton * 13 as musical director, Lindsay
DiBartholomeo 14 as
choreographer, Rachel
Hawkins '15 as stage
manager, and Julie
Maclean '15 and Erin
Hoover '15 as assistant
stage managers.
With the beginning
of school comes the
official kickoff to the
one-week musical; auditions are held the first
day of classes. Everyone who auditions receives a role, which adds to the amount
of casting time for the production team,
but makes for a run and inclusive show,
especially for first years.
This year every student had a similar
audition: they came into one of the two

audition blocks that day, filled out an
audition sheet with their theater, dance
and music experience, specified the
type of role they were seeking and then
went through an audition of reading a
short dialogue or monologue, singing 30
seconds of a song and going through a
small dance routine. Over
40 students auditioned and
were cast.
After some deliberation
by the production team,
callbacks were announced
for the lead roles and special dance teams for later
that day. Following the
callbacks, the production
team spends the rest of the
night casting the show.
Rehearsals begin the
next day with directors
running vocal, choreography and blocking rehearsals simultaneously as the
actors rotate between
each section.
During this time, the
head of the costume committee Emily Shankie
* 13, determines what
costumes the cast needs
to wear and goes about
assembling them; a job
made easier by the modern theme of this year 's
musical. The technical director, Gian
Perani *13, the sound director, Tyler
Harley '15 and the lighting director,
Michaelina Deneka '13 prepare during
this time, making sets and creating the
set, sound and lighting design.

Everyone
who
auditions
[for the oneweek
musical]
receives a
role, which...
makes for
a fun and
inclusive
show,
especially
for first
years.

After about three days of rehearsal,
the cast does their first run through of
the entire show, known as a stumblethrough, to identify big problem areas
that need to be fixed. The next night,
they move over to the main stage for
two days of full run throughs, introducing tech and lighting later in the week.
The night before their debut they will do
a full run-through dress rehearsal, take a
break, do notes and then go through the
entire show again.
According to Kashian, the hectic

week of long hours is worth it. "It takes
a lot of planning, organization and determination, especially with the communication between five or six different areas to coordinate, but everyone is really
excited and loves the show," she said.
Legally Blonde will be playing to
the public in Strider Theater on Friday,
Sept. 14 at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday, Sept.
15 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Tickets
will be sold at the door, but they will be
available in Pulver Pavilion throughout
the week.

COURTESY Of SARAH FENSORE

Powder and Wig starts ojfthis season right with a one-week musical and a new logo.

Lax film misses mark
An opportunity f or
conversations that
matter turns into
a mess of plot and
character struggle
BY DAVID DINICOLA
NEWS STAFF

For better or for worse, summer
has come to mean one thing and
one thing only as far as the film
industry is concerned: blockbusters , and plenty of them. Battleship,
Men in Black III , Snow White and
the Huntsman . Rock of Ages. Ted,
the new B-Spiderman installment ,
Abraham Lincoln: Failed A ttempt at
Mixing Genres and , of course . The
Dark Knight Rises—the list goes on
and on. As a result , many films go
unwatched due to limited release ,
limited audience , limited budget or
limited attention spans.
One such film , a sports film
focused around the relationship
between lacrosse and its Native
American roots , starring Brandon Routh and a rag-tag bunch of
amateur actors , was aptly titled
Crooked Arrows.
We 've heard it all before—like ,
way too many times before—a failing sports team is put into the care
of a troubled , selfish and unengaged
coach , onl y to see success once he
or she finall y decides to get his or
her act together and embrace the
team as individuals and as a unit.
It 's almost as heart-warming as it is
gag inducing.
With recycled plotlines , regurgitated characters and multiple Milquetoast performances ,
Crooked Arrows would be a completely negligible film had it not
incorporated the rudimentary importance of lacrosse shared by the
Haudenosaunee people.
When the audience is first introduced to Joe Logan (Routh), he is
dressed in a shallow, stereotypical
Native American get-up (complete
with feather headband and fake bow
and arrow), entertaining the few
guests stationed at his second-rate
casino a few miles from Syracuse ,
NY. If you haven 't guessed it already, the filmmakers make sure to
demonstrate that Joe has sold-out .

big time.
To make matters worse , an evil
nameless businessman in a suit has
agreed to further develop his business. The only catch is that Joe
needs to get the approval of his
tribe. That' s right—the culture that
Joe is exploiting is
his own. While this
is meant to surprise
and shock us, it
honestly doesn 't.
The chief , who
is—of course—his
father, decides he
needs
to
reconnect with his roots ,
which results in a
unwanted and undeserved job coaching
their
reservation 's
youth lacrosse team.
And just to add
some more drama
that is only halfheartedl y addressed
later in the film ,
the
only teacher
at the hi gh school
is—of course—his
high school ex. Joe
agrees
to
coach ,
but does so with
less
enthusiasm
than Emilio Estevez in the hockey
version of this film. Eventually,
thoug h , throug h persuasion , some
poorly portrayed Iroquois spiritualism and a Chumbawamba montage,
Joe is able to galvanize the team and
they win a spot in the playoffs.
Unfortunately, the evil nameless
businessman is less than thrilled
with Joe 's newfound passion and
employs Scooby-Doo construction
tactics to destroy the reservation 's
lacrosse field.
In the latter half of the film, Joe
has to reconcile his feelings for
the team and his job , because—of
course—his given
construction
date was made with the assumption
that the team would not be making
the p layoffs.
As the film reaches its climax ,
we have a few questions left to resolve: will Joe atone for his transgressions? Will he get the girl? Will
he prove himself to his father? And
most importantl y, will the Crooked
Arrows win the big game? If you 've
seen any sports movie ever, you can
probably answer these without a trip
to the theater.
What disappointed me most about
this film was how much potential
it had to make a real statement and

how far it missed its mark by giving
into trite tropes and cliches.
One of the other major issues
with this film is that it cast far too
many amateur actors. Sometimes,
fresh faces add to the realism a film
is supposed to convey, yet these
amateurs are so fresh
that 90 percent of the
characters read like
cardboard. Routh is
okay, but there 's no
reason he should be
running around shirtless as often as he
does; he should focus
more on develop ing
his character.
Gil
Birmingham,
who plays Joe 's father
and chief of the Senoquat tribe, is probably
the most polished actor in the film and
helps get us through
all 105 minutes.
Chelsea
Ricketts
manages to do everything she can with
her relatively stereotypical character as
Joe 's plucky, tomboyish sister and the
assistant coach of the
Arrows. Other than that , they might
have been better off gleaning local
lacrosse fields. Honestly, that kind
of seems like what did actually happen.
Crooked A rrows is , at its crux, a
true , hopeful and innocent underdog
story. The film , funded in part by
the Onondaga Nation , tells a story
and features a people that we as a
country often find all too easy to
forget. That said, instead of focusing on the historical relationship
between the Haudenosaunee Nation
and the ancestors of the white preps
now dominating the league , the
team just kind of inexplicably sucks
and needs Brandon Routh to come
along and fix them.
Honestly, I hope they make another film along these lines , but we
need one that does justice to the
modern Native American experience.
And , let 's be honest , we need more
lacrosse movies in general because
they make for some intense scenes
and interesting team dynamics.
Crooked Arrows is a step forward
in terms of original subject matter , but a step backwards in terms
of original plot. It 's fun , but it 's
not fulfilling, so I'd hold out for a
Crooked Arrows 2.0.

MUSEUM OF MODERN EVERYTHING

Crooked
Arrows would
be a
completely
negligible film
had it not
incorporated
the
rudimentary
importance
of lacrosse
shared by the
Haudensaunee
people.
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New and returning students, parents and professors were greeted this week by a new
glass exterior on the Colby Museum of Art, which will officially reopen in July 2013.
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MOVIE PREVIEW
Mp et your literary f i x with top movie picks: The essential guide to big-name adaptations this f a l l
¦By Jullanna Haubner, Arts & Entertainment Editor
Adapting books to film is not a new
practice by any means, but Hollywood
has been turning to the classic and contemporary written word more and more
lately. People have explained this phenomenon in lots of ways, from the desire to celebrate old stories to the need
for more intellectual entertainment experiences to a complete lack of originality and innovation in the writers unions.
While it troubles my inner bookworm
that movies are slowly but surely becoming the new Sparknotes, I can't hate
on anything that might drive someone
to pick up the actual book, if only out
of curiosity. The page-to-screen juggernaut this season was supposed to be
The Great Gatsby, but DiCapno and
Fitzgerald fans alike were disappointed
when it was announced that the film's
release was going to be delayed until Summer 2013. Until then, there are
more than enough other big-name and
big-screen releases this fall and winter
that can hold us over.

I

The Perks of Being a
Wallflower
(Sept. 21)
Adapted from Stephen Chbosky s
novel
Aside from being Emma Watson's
first big post-Hermione role, this is
perhaps one of the most anticipated
teen movies of the year. Almost everyone praises Chbosky's 1991 book,
which has changed a lot of lives,
giving a poignant and realistic look
into the modern high school experience. Both the film and the novel
follow Charlie, a freshman , who tries
his best to navigate being a student,
standing out, fitting in, finding love
and finding friends. There 's some
questionable and quasi-controversial
content (drug use, sex, depression,
the visible lack of any parental involvement) that might make it hard
for kids to get into the theaters, but
that same tension is what skyrocketed the book to a "must-read," only
intensified by its placement on many
"banned books" lists.

off against Michael Fox 's psychosadist hitman Michael Sullivan, who
also goes by "Picasso" and "The
Butcher." What starts as a routine
investigation becomes a bloodbath;
even Cross' wife gets caught in the
crossfire. Seeking revenge, the detective needs to figure out what the
boundaries are when it comes to his
role as doctor, law enforcer and father.
A thriller in every sense of the word,
Alex Cross is expected to be one of the
more successful "commercial fiction"
adaptations this season.

Aaron Taylor-Johnson and Jude Law
be attractive for two hours.

in audience members of all ages, walks
of life and backgrounds.

The Twilig ht Saga:
Breaking Dawn - Part 2
(Nov. 16th)
Adaptedfrom the last book in Stephanie Meyer s teen series.

Les Miserables
(Dec. 7)
Adapted from an adaptation of
Victor Hugo s novel

Although the book snob in me
rages against classifying Twilight as
a piece of literature , I have to admit
that if any other book got kids (specificall y girls) to read books postHarry Potter, this did. What resulted
is over $4,000,000,000 in franchise
Cloud Atlas
sales (books, rentals, DVD sales and
(Oct. 26)
movie tickets), and $281 ,287,133
made on The Twilight Saga: BreakAdapted from David Mitchell s novel
ing Dawn - Part 1 alone, according
A testament to how a movie ad- to boxofficemojo.com. With such
aptation can completely revamp an a strong (although some might call
already-published and previously un- them obsessed) fan base , a lot of that
derrated novel, Cloud Atlas promises revenue will be saved, since virtually
to be one of the most interesting and no publicity is needed for this time
star-studded films of the fall. Starring around. Its reputation , its "star" powTom Hanks, Halle Berry, Jim Stur- er, Taylor Lautner 's abs and the regess (aka Jude from Across the Uni- cent catastrophe known as the RPatz/
verse), Hugh Grant, Susan Sarandon KStew breakup (which may or may
and more, the story starts in the late - not have strategically taken place—
1800s, but then spins into a mix of just saying) makes it a cakewalk.
time travel, globe-trotting and mind
In this last film, Bella has been
bending. Six characters ' lives collide turned into a vampire after giving
over hundreds of years as one man birth to her half-vampire-half-human
tries to figure out what unites us all child, Renesmee, and the Cullen clan
on Earth. Covering mind-screwy top- is again under threat from the Voltuics Iflce fate, space and time. After a n , who think Edward and Bella have
public advance screening last week, forcibly made their daughter a bloodthe reviews are completely polarized: sucker. What results is an "epic" battle
some think it 's life-changing and oth- between the Cullens, other clans , and
ers think it 's a serious fail. Whatev- Jacob Black's band of merry wolves
er the critical or audience decision, against the centuries-old, red eyed
Cloud Atlas will do what a movie Volturi, led in part by Dakota Fanadaptation is meant to do: sell books. ning. Other storylines include Jacob
Over the summer, publishing industry imprinting on Renesmee (talk about
website GalleyCat announced that, af- family ties) and Bella having to adjust
ter the trailer premiered in July, Cloud to the prospect of immortality. MerciAtlas became the seventh most popu- fully, the release of Breaking Dawn
lar book on Amazon.
will be the last Cullen flick that movie
theaters will ever see, but I suspect
more people will be lamenting the
Pattinson/Lautner loss than the ending
of the adaptations themselves.

While this specific film is an adaptation of Cameron Mackintosh's musical, which became a worldwide phenomenon after opening in London in
1985 and New York in 1985, and not
Hugo's 1862 masterpiece, the tale of
human triumph , forgiveness and survival is still sure to please.
The story centers around the contentious relationship between Jean
Valjean (Hug h Jackman), a redeemed
convict , and Javert (Russell Crowe)
an inspector who holds an obsession with finding Valjean and putting
him back in prison. After changing
his name and becoming the mayor
of a small town in France, Valjean
promises a dying Fantine (Anne Hathaway) that he will take care of her
child. Twenty years later, Valjean
and a now-grown Cosette (Amanda
Seyfried) are back in Paris, just as
Inspector Javert returns and the 1832
Paris Uprising begins.
With well-known songs, incredible period costumes and sets, and a
cast that actually can sing—Hathaway
has proved her chops on live awards
shows, Jackman is a Tony-winner
and Seyfried sang her way through
Mamma Mia—Les Miserables has
essentially established itself as a contender for major awards and audience
numbers, but there is also an underdog. Samantha Barks , who played the
role of Eponine (the street urchin with
the killer voice) in the most recent
London production of the show, has
never been seen on American movie
screens before, and she created quite
a stir when she beat out Taylor Swift
and Lea Michele for the part. Before
you discount her starpower, however,
take a look at the YouTube video of
her singing "On My Own" (the standard audition song nowadays) at the
25th Anniversary London Concert. It
will make you about 10 times more
excited for Christmas this year.

I

Alex Cross
(Oct. 19th)
Adapted from the
James Patterson novels
Another contemporary literary
blockbuster, Patterson's Cross makes
appearances in over half a dozen novels and is no stranger to the adaptation
process. The author has had almost a
dozen novels adapted to either television or film, including one other Alex
Cross story {Along Came a Spider),
which starred Morgan' Freeman as the
main character.
The decision to cast Tyler Perry this
time around marks a significant shift
in industry attitudes. Keeping an African-American actor as the protagonist
was a positive step forward in movie
adaptations, one that unfortunately is
not taken too often. There are times
when box office appeal overrides author 's intent , with entire characters
rewritten or disregarded (see Jack
Reacher) in favor of better looking
posters or "audience relatability."
This time, the psychiatrist and detective (played by Tyler Perry) faces

It's a good thing that Anna Karenina is being made into a movie,
because next to War and Peace (another Tolstoy magnum opus), it 's one
of most fake-read books on the planet
—I would know. But , for those who
spent all summer waiting for their
Baz Luhrman interpretation of Great
Gatsby, complete with bright colors and Moulin Rouge-esque camera
sweeps, this might hold you over.
While director Joe Wright (Pride and
Prejudice, Atonement) is definitel y
sticking to the source material , the
trailer gives an amazing sense of theatricality and drama.
A classic love story, Anna Karenina follows the title character as she
navigates the complex world of 19thcentury Russian high society. Married
to a government official and unhappy
with her life's direction, Anna begins
a passionate, tumultuous and dangerous affair with Count Vronsky Get
ready for lingering stares, whispers
behind expensive fans, silenced desires and stolen kisses. Only the good
stuff in Tolstoy. There are long, beautiful scenes with incredible detail , and
equally beautiful—but terribly confusing—names. The upside? All you really have to do is watch Keira Knightley,

which Gandalf took Bilbo Baggin:
and a group of dwarves on a journej
to recover a treasure from a dragon named Smaug. In the process ,
Bilbo comes across the ring, bringing the series full circle and bringing us back again. This particular
film is featuring a mostly new cast
(with the exception of Ian McKellen), but old favorites are slated to
return , including Orlando Bloom
and Elijah Wood. So, brush up on
your runes and your "you shall not
pass" impersonation—it 's going to
be a wild ride.

Jack Reacher
H
(Dec. 21)
¦
Based on the bestselling series by H
Lee Child
B
Just when you thought Tom Cruise
would call it quits (insert Katie
Holmes joke wherever), he surprises
us all and goes literary. After a long,
unfortunate departure from movies
like Jerry Maguireand Top Gun in favor of action and adventure franchises, Cruise has found a new series to
which he can attribute his star-power.
The last time Cruise went literary
was in 2005's War of the Worlds, a
Spielberg success based on the H.G.
Wells classic of the same name. This
time around, he's going for a series
that has a strong contemporary readership, with potential for a sequel;
Reacher is featured in 19 of Lee
Child's published works, the latest of
which being published this week.
In this particular installment,
Reacher; a drifter and former military
police officer is called to the scene of
a shooting, where his name has been
mentioned by the accused gunman.
From there, it 's sure to be a lot of
dramatic pauses, choreographed fight
scenes, and Cruise's intense glare.
While most of this fall's new releases
have an assumed audience reaction,
this one actually is up in the air. When
the casting decision was announced,
fans of Lee Child and Jack Reacher
were stunned that the character described as tall, blonde and scarred
was going to be the brooding, clearskinned, fabulously coiffed and vertically challenged Cruise. That's the
risk we take with adaptations, but it 's
nice to know that Tom Cruise, similarly to Lee Child novels, will always
have a place in movie theaters.
And just in case you thought I'd forgotten the other big-name releases this
fall, here's a list of other anticipated
releases for all the non-bookworms:

Anna Karenina
(Nov. 16)
Adapted from Leo Tolstoy s novel

Bachelorette (Now Playing)
Indiana Jones: Raiders of the Lost
Ark in IMAX (Now Playing)

Life of Pi
(Nov. 21)
Adapted from Yann Martel 's novel
Of all the page-to-screen movies I
looked at when compiling this list, this
one surprised me the most. Mattel's
modern classic follows an Indian boy
named "Pi" as he is stranded at sea for
227 days following a shipwreck, with
only a Bengal Tiger for company.
Published in 200 1, the novel won a
series of prizes and awards, including
the Man Booker Prize. The book, at
almost 400 pages, is magnificent and
explores tons of complex issues, from
man-animal relationships to spirituality
to survival and sanity, but it was hard
to imagine how this could functionally
translate onto a movie screen. And then
I saw the trailer. The colors are bright,
the sound is intense and the visual of a
real tiger standing in such close proximity to a young boy, surrounded by pure
blue water is so striking that it 's hard
to understand how this movie wasn't
made sooner. Directed by Ang Lee (of
Brokeback Mountain fame), this is another one of those "award-grabbers"
that features an entirely international
cast—Tobey Maguire was recently recast post-filming—and will surely bring

The Hobbit:
An Unexpected Journey
(Dec. 14)
Adapted from the f irst book in
J.R.R. Tolkein 's series.
Well, at least Les Miserables is going to have a week to make some cash,
because once The Hobbit hits theaters ,
it will in all likelihood be game over
for any other film. Fans of the movies,
the books and everything in between
have been waiting for almost a decade
for the latest (or rather , first) installment of Peter Jackson 's epic franchise ,
and probably will not be disappointed.
Word on the street is that a decision
was made to split the film into three
parts (a la Harry Potter and Twilight),
but that shouldn 't deter the masses on
Dec. 14 as movie theaters all over the
country go back to the Shire.
There 's no official word on exactly where in the narrative the movies
are going to split , but Tolkien 's novel covers the period of time before
Frodo comes into the fold, during

I

10 Years (Sept. 14 - Limited)
Finding Nemo 3D (Sept. 14)
Resident Evil: Retribution
(Sept. 14)
End of Watch (Sept. 2\)
House at the End of the Street
(Sept. 21)
Trouble with the Curve
(Sept. 21)
Won t Back Down (Sept. 21)
Looper (Sept. 28)
Pitch Perfect (Oct. 5)
Taken J (Oct. 5)
Paranormal Activity 4 (Oct. 9)
Argo (Oct. 12)
Flight (Nov. 2)
Skyfall (Nov. 9)
Lincoln (Nov. 16)
Silver Linings Playbouk
(Nov. 21)
Hyde Park on Hudson (Dec. 7)

This is 40 (Dec. 21)
Django Unchained (Dec. 25)

Volleyball Takes Title In Perfect Weekend
Colby wins
Invitational at
home, sweeping
f our opponents
BY THOMAS ATTAL

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

If first-years Natalie Roy and
Kim Donaldson had been given
the choice to decide how they
would start their careers playing
for the Colby women 's volleyball team, they likely wouldn 't
have had it any other way. Both
p layers were selected to the alltournament team and were instrumental in leading the Mules
to the Colby Invitational title.
The Inv itational games were
the first events to be held at the
recently-renovated Wadsworth
Gvmnasium. Following recent
flooding, the entire floor of the
facility had to be replaced in
time for fall sports to be played.
Colby dominated a tournament that pitted them against
University of Maine at Farmmgton . Ciordon College, Simmons College and
Maine
Maritime Academy. Not only
did Colby win all four games,
thev shut three of their opponents out and never trailed en
route to an ideal season opener.
The two-day event began
with Colby defeating UMF 25-

17 . 25-17 and 25-6. Roy led
the team with seven kills and
nine defensive digs in addition
to an excellent 21 assists from
Kate Pleasants '14. Roj then
added nine kills , ten di gs and
three aces to take down Gordon
College 25-6. 25-2 1 and 25-9.
Junior Lily Kramlich-Tay lor
joined the party with five kills
to go along with two blocks.
The next day, nobody was
able to halt the momentum of
the Mules or of Natalie Roy.
In a 25-23, 25-9, 21-25, 19-25.
15-12 thrilling win against Simmons College , Roy had 14 kills ,
nine digs and three aces. Maggie
Taylor '13 showed her experience with 14 kills and 15 di gs
while Pleasants dished out 44
assists. The story was the firstyears though , as captain Taylor
said the team was "reall y happv
with the way the freshmen handles their first colleg iate matches." Donaldson led the team
with six blocks and ten kills.
In the final game of the
competition , Colby
cruised
to a 25-17 . 25-18. 25-22 victory against Maine Maritime
Academy.
Kramhch-Taylor
was productive once again
with 11 kills to help out Roy 's
seven di gs and nine kills.
In the end , the individuals
were impressive, but the wide
variety of skills Colby brought
to the table is what got them
the win. Taylor was proud of

how "everyone stepped up. All
our wins were definitely a team
effort." Coming off an 11-15
season. Colby isn 't perfect yet
and has "areas that still need
work , just some little things
to iron out ," but with a captain confident the team "will
get there " though, things certainly are looking up. The
Mules are attempting to combine "the new talent that the

an even .500 record—seven
wins , seven losses and a draw .
The seven wins brought 37thyear coach Steve Serdjenian 's '73 w i n total to 253. The
Mules ' record propelled them
to the New Eng land Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) playoffs for the
third year in a row , in addition
to netting them the vaunted
Colby-Bates-Bowdoin crown.
A 2-0 win over Bowdoin and a
3-2 victory over Bates secured

Colby the regional rivalry.
The Mules look to sustain
the success and improve on
weaknesses in 2012. Sophomore goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser says that the team
will accomplish this with a
renewed commitment to team
chemistry: "This year 's team
is a lot closer and more focused. We also have much
more of a w i n n i n g attitude. "
On the field, the team is heavily stocked with senior lead-

,

freshmen bring to the table "
with "the experience of the
upperclassmen " in order to
ultimately "be more competitive in the NESCAC this year."
Colby now hopes to do that
and ride the momentum of a
successful first tournament
right into the rest of their season. That goes through home
games against New England
Small College Athletic Con-

_
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.

-

._,

ference
(NESCAC)
rivals
Hamilton College and Bowdoin College on September 15 and 19 respectively.
In 2011 , Colby lost twice to
Bowdoin , including a regular
season game and a postseason
matchup. Colby only managed
to take one set from the Polar
Bears, losing six. The postseason loss came in the quarterfinals of the NESCAC playoffs.

-

—

...

Colby faced Hamilton only
once last season , emerging
with a narrow 3-2 victory. The
game was played at a neutral site at Williams College.
Roy 's excellent beginning to
her first collegiate season gives
Colby hope of having a player
named to the NESCAC AllConference team for the first
time since 2006 , when Kendall
Kirby '07 accomplished the feat.

--

-

ECHOAHCHWES

M. Soccer plays to 0-0 tie in Connecticut

Colby def ense
doesn 't allow
Conn, attack to
score in draw
By TIM BADMINGTON
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby men 's soccer sustained moderate success in
2011: the Mules finished with

I' Maine-Farmington. Mame Maritime Academy. Gordon College, and SimmonsCollege lost allfour of their games to Colby, who engineereda p e r f e cweekend.
t

ership and experienced talent. Nick Nowak '13 anchors
the defense and will wear a
captain 's armband , alongside fellow senior Andrew
Meisel. Meisel , a m u l t i t a l ented center midfielder , will
orchestrate the Colby attack
with the same skill that won
him spots on both All-NESCAC and All-New England
squads in 20] 1. Headlining
the attack are junior Nate
Tolman and senior Nick Au-

ECHO ARCHIVES

Captain Andrew Meisel 13. a criticalpiece ofthe Mules offense, enters his senior yearwith a career rcconl of se\en goals, twelve assists and All-NESCAC distinction.

bin , both of whom scored in
abundance in previous years
on the Colby offensive.
It was the Mutes ' defensive
stronghold that kept them in
the game in the season opener at Connecticut College on
Saturday afternoon , eventually recording a 0-0 draw. The
Camel offense came out with
unrelenting pressure, 'and totaled 17 shots in the contest.
Nowak and returning defender
Jonathan Sommer '14 held
firm with the aid of Jon Stronach and Andrew Woonton , two
sophomores who played in the
midfield last year but excelled
in their first start on the back
line in this game.
After winning a four-way
goalkeeper position battle in
the preseason , Funkhouser
received his most significant
collegiate playing time in the
season opener, recording a
full 90 minutes of regulation
and 30 overtime minutes between the pipes for the first
time. He excelled in this first
showing, turning away a barrage of Connecticut College
shots and recording six saves.
Funkhouser was humble after his performance , deflecting credit elsewhere. "All the
credit for the shutout goes to
the defense. They played hard
and it resulted in an incredible

effort ," he said after the game.
In addition to the 17 shots and
six on goal , the Camels tallied eight corner kicks. Perhaps the biggest moment of
danger for Colby came in the
final moments, as both teams
produced significant chances.
Connecticut College forward
Kevin O'Brien '12 rocketed a
midrange shot that Funkhouser deftly deflected , preserving the tie in the game 's most
critical minutes. Funkhouser
attested to the save 's importance to Colby 's psyche ,
saying, "It would have been
very frustrating to lose if the
ball had gone in as the game
was ending."
The Colby offense recorded four shots on the day in addition to six corner kicks.
The Mules return to action
this week at Husson University on Wednesday and at home
against Middlebury College
on Saturday.
Last year , Colby travelled
to Vermont and topped a
powerful Middlebury squad
by a slim , one-goal margin in
overtime in an early-season
tilt. The Husson game, played
at home , was not as close
a contest , as Woonton and
Meisel both put the ball in the
back of the net in the September matchup.

GOLF TEAM FALLS JUST SHORT
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Whitney Room,
Roberts
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ECHO ARCHIVES

Colby welcomed the University of New England, the University of Maine at Presque Isle and the University of Maine at Machias to a home tournament

Pats win with balanced "O"
Team eff ort
leads Patriots to
f irst win of the
2012 season
It may have been just one
game, but it was a game the
New England Patriots can use
as both a reference and a beacon of hope. It was a reminder
to a team and a fanbase still
heartbroken from a loss in Super Bowl XLVI of what this
team is capable of.
Beyond the encouraging 3413 final score , the performance
was one of a complete team.

This sort of score would' ve
signaled a huge effort from
Tom Brady in the past , but
this wasn 't the Tom Brady
show. He did throw for 236
yards and two touchdowns,
but it wasn 't the offensive
explosion Patriots ' fans have
grown used to.
On Sunday, New England
faithful were treated to a balanced offense equally reliant
on their running game as on
their prized quarterback. The
team ran a total of 66 offensive plays, 35 of which were
running schemes. Stevan Ridley was the leading performer
for the running unit with 125
yards on 21 carries and a score.
Much credit must be given to
the offensive line, whose quality had been in question all preseason after the retirement of
stalwart left tackle Matt Light
and the possible retirement of
veteran guard Brian Waters. De-

spite letting Brady get bloodied
on one play, the line protected
well overall and created openings often.
Better yet for Bill Belichick,
the solid showing wasn't limited
to the offensive side of the ball.
Rookies Chandler Jones, Dont 'a
Hightower and Tavon Wilson all
made key plays that led to New
England points. The unit also
limited elite running back Chris
Johnson to just four yards.
The defense came out hungry
and demonstrated its athleticism. For a team ranked 31st in
total defense last season, the 13
points conceded to the Tennessee Titans can only be seen as a
positive sign. Even the muchmaligned secondary showed
particularly
improvement,
when Tavon Wilson picked off
Jake Locker. The only glaring
issue was the lightning quick
scoring drive by Tennessee on
their first possession of the

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

second half. However, all concerns were pushed aside when
the Patriots twice stopped the
Titans in the red zone.
The soft underbelly of the
Patriots ' schedule continues
next week as the Pats play
host to the Arizona Cardinals
in the home opener. It is important to keep this first game
in perspective, though. The
Tennessee Titans are not going to be crowned champions of their division any time
soon, much less of the Super
Bowl. Jake Locker still has
much to learn , and the team
isn't expected to improve on
their 9-7 record from last year.
The Patriots must keep themselves from reading too much
into this ' win, but it was an
ideal opener to a promising
NFL season. Next week the
Patriots take on the Arizona
Cardinals , who also won their
opening game.

W. TENNIS SERVES UP BRILLIANT START

Berol Dewdney '13
SPORT:
CD ¦O C$.
-LC3 ¦O \J

W. Cross Country A
POSITION:
Co-Captain

Finishing time

HOMETOWN:
Chester, Vt.
WHY: Bates College came out of the gates
fast , but Dewdney did her best to keep her
team in the race. The senior co-captain finished in 18:36.6 , leading all female runners and kicking off her season in much
the same way as she finished her last when
she earned All-NESCAC and All-New England
honors.
A Colby women s tennis p layer serves to her Colby-suwyer opponent. The Mules did not drop a set all day, topping the Chargers by a score of 9-0.

BY THE NUMBERS

What 's up with the AL East?

7-7-1: The final record of both the men's and
women's teams in 2011. Late wins against
critical opponents earned both teams a spot in
the NESCAC playoffs.

We really shouldn't ever be
that surprised when we look at
Major League Baseball standings.
Baseball is like any other sport in
that it is profoundly random and
inherently unpredictable. If we
had a better idea of who would
do what, it wouldn't be any fun
to follow. The Twitter account
@cantpredictball is entirely devoted to the wonderful, inexplicable happenings around MLB.
All that said, no one expected to see the Baltimore Orioles at the top of the American
League East Division in early
September. Not even the most
blissfully ignorant Baltimorean
could have reasonably hoped
for this. A weekend series—in
September—against the Yankees
— with serious playoff implications. The perennial doormats of
the division barely even knew
how to deal with their position in
the standings.
How did we get here? Which
stars fell out of alignment and

created this chaos that we have
on our hands? As is nearly always the case, a whole host of
reasons explain this phenomenon. In many ways, it starts
in Boston.
Dissension in Beantown came
early and often. In mid-April ,
the Red Sox ' newly-hired manager Bobby Valentine criticized
third baseman (and fan favorite)
Kevin Youkilis, saying he is not
"as physically or emotionally
into the game as he has been
in the past." Sox stars Dustin
Pedroia and Adrian Gonzalez
rushed to Youkilis's defense,
setting off a roller coaster of inhouse griping that would create
a season-long media firestorm.
Ineffectiveness on the part of
ace starter Jon Lester and Gonzalez accompanied injuries to
outfielders Jacoby Ellsbury and
Carl Crawford only furthering
the Boston media frenzy that
continued to unearth absurd
off-the-field issues one after
the other. It all culminated in
the biggest post-waiver deadline deal in MLB history, in
which Gonzalez, Crawford and
much-maligned starter Josh
Beckett were traded to the Los
Angeles Dodgers for uninspiring prospects and cap relief.

The Sox floundered just below
.500 until August , at which
point their performance worsened further.
Meanwhile in New York, the
Yankees emerged as a team deserving of a place in the conversation for best team in baseball.
The Yankees' stars continued to
perform at expected levels, led
by infielder Robinson Cano's
near-MVP caliber season. The
Bronx Bombers spent the vast
majority of the season in first
place in the East, peaking in late
July with a double-digit lead
over the second-place Orioles.
Up until that point , the Orioles were an enjoyable team
that everyone knew would crash
down to earth before long. A
patchwork rotation , unimpressive bottom half of the lineup
and miserable team defense added up to certain non-contender
status. The Birds stuck around ,
though , despite an abysmal
scoring differential that would
generally indicate an under .500
team. They were winning with a
combination of remarkable luck
in close games and excellent
bull pen performance, in addition to a semi-breakout season
from centerfielder Adam Jones.
After a mid-July swoon, the O's

came racing back, continuing to
outperform their run differential
(although it did improve significantly.)
The Tampa Bay Rays, a newage pitching and defense powerhouse, quietly hummed along
under the radar. An August upturn from the Rays, powered
by an exceptional performance
by their starting rotation , found
them in the thick of things
come early September.
That brings us to the weekend
series between Baltimore and
New York. The two split the series, leaving the Yankees a game
ahead in the division. Tampa
lies a game behind Baltimore ,
easily within pouncing distance.
A pathetic showing from
the Red Sox opened the door
for an exciting season from the .
upstart Orioles and continued
excellence in New York and
Tampa Bay. Combined with a
brand new second wild-card
birth , the race to the finish will
be lively in the AL East. The
Orioles are the worst team on
paper , and their late-inning,
close game magic doesn 't figure to hold up too much longer. Expect the Rays ' dominant pitching and the Yankees
excellent hitting to push them

Golf opens with near miss
By ADELE PRIESTLY
STAFF WRITER

Colby College's golf team
came away from the first tournament of the year with the low individual score of the day as well
as second place team score. The
team hosted the Colby Classic
on their home course, Waterville
Country Club.
The unique tournament format
combined six holes of best ball .

six holes of scramble and six of
alternate shot. In best ball both
members of the two-person teams
play Uieir own ball, and the lowest
score is taken at the end of the hole.
During the scramble each player
hits their drive, the best drive is
chosen, and both players hit their
second shot from that location.
The rest of the hole is played out
with the same method. Finally, as
the name implies, during alternate
shots the two players take turns

hitting the same golf ball.
Tripp Huber '13 and captain
Taggie Martin '13 scored a 73
at the end of the day, putting the
lowest score on the board. Craig
Marshall '15 and Pete Gabranski
'13 had a 79, and Steve Carroll
' 14 and Samuel Kim * 14 scored a
total of 83. Combined, the Mules
finished in second place with a
team score of 235, one stroke
behind the University of New
England. University of Maine at

Presque Isle scored 237 and the
University of Maine Machias finished in last place with 267.
Coming so close to a victory
was bittersweet for Colby. "Close
losses make you review bad
shots in your mind," said Carroll.
"We're using it as motivation and
looking forward to the rest of a
great season."
The Mules play again on Saturday at Penobscot Country Club in
the Husson Invitational.

73: Combined number of strokes taken by golf
cc-captains Tripp Huber '13 and Taggie Martin
'13 in a tournament on Saturday. The golfers
played with a unique scoring system, consisting of three different styles of competition.
120: Scoreless minutes played in goal for
men's soccer sophomore goalkeeper Cody
Funkhouser, recording his first career shutout.
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W Soccer wins latein tliriller XC Runners
open season

Tsuijiura scores
^
f irstcollegiate
goal in victory

in points, 28-27.
This year will mark the return of
By PETER CRONKITE
seven-year coach Jared Beers '01
STAFF WRITER
and second-year captain Desmond.
The team lost key runners Corey
Saturday's cross-country event Park '12 and Mathieu Nadeau '12
was a tale of twos. In a sport char- to graduation, but sees the strong
acterized by the parabolic ups and results in the first-year/sophomore
downs of hilly terrain, Colby's race as a good sign of things to
Mules had their highs and lows in come, and remains optimistic for
their first event of the year.
this season and onward. Desmond
The event, the Class Relay and thisyear's seniors race strongMeet, was split into two races for ly and are working hard to' instill
each team: one race for first-years their varsity work ethic into this
and- sophomores, and another for year's promising crop of first-year
juniorsand seniors. The meet was a runners. "Des is a leader on and
season-startingscrimmage mat did off .the course," Hale said "He's
notcount in the standings. Winding working with a young team that's
through Colby's lower trail sys- quickly gaining experience," Cofftems, the race was
rnan added.
shorter than most
Next
week,
runners are accuscross-country will
tomed to, measurtake a break from
ing in around three
competition, but
miles rather than
not to rest They
theusual five.
will travel on SatWomen's capurday to Acadia
tain Berol Dewdfor a long distance
workout run. The
ney '13 finished
first overall in the
trip will be a good
workout and a
junior/senior race,
but the team took
great team bondthe loss in total
ing experience,"
points to visiting
according to Hale.
Bates in both of
The team will use
the races. In the
the extra workout
first-year/sophotime to prepare for
more race, Coltheir next meet,
in two weeks, at
by's Eva Lauer
'15 finished secC
Williams College.
ond overall; four
There, in their first
of her teammates
official contest of
finished in the top
the season, they
will race against
ten along with her.
about a dozen
On the men's
schools in a sure
team, returning
captain Ben Desmond '13 fin- to be competitive meet." At Wilished as the fastest Colby runner liams, Hale says the men "will be
in the junior/senior race, plac- concentrating on race strategies,
ing fifth overall with a time of not worrying about place."
With their rapidly improving
15:54.04. Two more of his teammates finished in the top ten as youth, the men hope to challenge
the team fell to the Bobcats 39- for a spot in the top ten at Division
16 in the upperclassmen's race. III New England this year, after just
Ben Lester '15 was the fastest missing out last season. Under the
finisher on Colby's first-year/ leadership of Beers and Desmond,
sophomore men's team. Jeff Hale the Colby men and women are off
'15 and Charlie Coffrnan '15 to a strong preseason start, and are
also broke into the top five run- well in position to compete and
ners, as the younger half of the challenge their dangerous rivals for
Colby men 's team fell just short this year and seasons to come.

By TIM BADMINGTON
SPORTS EDITOR

Quality position battles are
a good problem for a coach to
have. That 's the mindset ofColby
women's soccer head coach Jennifer Holsten '90 regarding her
unique goalkeeper situation.
Jayde Bennett, a senior hailing
from Lynn, Mass., was injured for
the entirety of the 2011 season. In
2010, however, Bennett had displayed exceptional skill en route
to a spot on the All-New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) team.
Her competition is Emily
Brook '15, who stepped up in a
major way as a first-year in Bennett 's absence, recording clean
sheets in nearly half her games
played while starting all year
long. According to Athletics liaison William Sodonta, both will
likel y get significant playing time
this season.
Goalkeeper is not the only position of strength for the Mules;
however, experience runs deep
throughout this team. Twentyone of 26 players return from
last year 's successful squad,
highlighted by All-New England
selection Alex Yorke '14 as well
as a large and talented sophomore class.
The 2011 team mirrored the
men 's side, finishing the season at 7-7-1. Goals came at a
premium, but the women made
the most of them when they did
score, winning seven games despite scoring just 15 goals. Home
games came easy to the Mules,

With their
rapidly
improving
youth, the
men hope to
challenge for
a spot in the
top ten in
Division III
New England
this year,
after just , .
missing out
last season

tCHO ARCHIVES

Captain Kate Pistel '13 anchors a Colby attackthat hopes to increaseits scoring after strugglingat times last year.
providing five of the seven wins necticut College goal. Bennett
and just two losses.
then came in to play for the secDespite road woes last year, ond half. In the 65th minute, caphowever, Colby opened up the tain Kate Laxson '13 evened up
2012 season very strongly. The the score, making good on one of
team emerged victorious at Con- her three shots in the game.
Bennett and the rest of the denecticut College by a score of 2-1.
Camels forward Lily Cannon fense then continued to thwart
opened up the scoring in the 26th the Camel attack, refusing to
minute, finding the net on an un- allow a second goal. The game
looked as though it would end in
assisted goal.
The Mules didn't relent, how- a tie as the clock made its way up
ever, carrying a strong effort into to a full 90 minutes.
halftime. Brook played the first
However, with just over one
half in goal, making four quality minute remaining in the contest,
saves while allowing the Con- junior forward and Maine native

Cry sti Tsuijiura scored to put the
Mules up ahead by one. Tsuijiura got sparing playing time
in her first two years at Colby,
but made the most of an opening day start by scoring a clutch
goal for her first collegiate tally.
The Mules held on to the goal to
finish with a very positive opening day result. Both Colby goals
were unassisted.
Looking ahead, Colby takes on
the University of New England
and Middlebury College at home
this week on Thursday and Saturday, respectively.

Tenuisslams Colby-Sawyer

Colby gets off to
a near-perf ect
start in opener
BY THOMAS ATTAL

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Facing Colby-Sawyer at home
on Sunday, the Colby women's
tennis team gave the opposition a

clinic on how to open your season. The Mules didn't drop a set
en route to a 9-0 win and a stellar
opening performance.
Senior captain Mckenzie Love
showed her experience, picking
up two wins to lead her squad.
She paired with Victoria Abel *14
to take the first doubles match 8-4
before defeating Ashlyn Ramsay
6-3, 6-1 at second singles. Abel
also did her part individually by

dominating Charlotte Horton 6-2,
6-1 at third singles.
In the two other doubles matches, Colby was able to assert their
dominance as well. Captains Sarah Wiener '13 and Sally Holmes
'13 combined to take out Donna
Gordon and Ashlyn Ramsay 9-8
before Alex McAuliff '13 paired
with Holly Bogo '16 to secure a
7-5 win over Charlotte Horton
and Oxana Tkachenko.

Three of those four Colby
players weren't done making
contributions, however. Wiener
won her singles match 6-1, 6-2
in the number one spot, which
allowed her to settle in and comfortably watch her teammate
Holmes defeat Claire Toftey
6-2,6-3. Bogo overpowered Gordon 6-2, 6-3 and Erica Talamo
'15 walked away with a 6-1, 6-3
win over Tkachenko.

Colby

On Deck

THISWEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
WOMEN 'S SOCCER

VS. MIDDLEBURY
SATURDAY AT 1
1A.M.
MEN'S SOCCER
VS. MIDDLEBURY
SATURDAY AT 1:30 P.M.
VOLLEYBALL
VS HAMILTON
SATURDAY AT 12 P.M.

NOAH KOPP/THECOLBY ECHO

MckenzieLove '13 returns a shot in her doubles match. She won this match as well as a singles match as p a r iof a dominantperformance by the whole.
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